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2.

History

In the evolution a.n d history of anAsthasia_, caudal
anesthesia is s. far cry from the early discov ries and
uses of anesthesia.

Valerius Cordus, a botanist of great

pr omise, who was born in frussia in 1515 and died 2t the
age of twenty-nine, ls credited with the discovery of
sulphuric ether.(54)
Three hundred and some odd yeArs leter Dr� Long,

noticing the effect of la ughing gas on the young village
sparks, administered ether by inhalation to remove a
small cystic growth from e patients neck.

Following this

there was a great dea.l of experimentation done "by Sir
Humphrey Devey in 1800;Horace Wells, a dentist of
Harnford, Conneticut, in 1844; Thoma s Green Morton; and
Sir James Simpson.(51)

The work of these gentlemen soon

making
the medical profession anesthesia conscious.
The first local anesthetic discovered wos cocaine. The
alkaloid w,:,s isolated in 1850 by Niema n, a· pupil of
Wohler.(16)

Wohler not$d that cocaine

,WAS

bitt�r to the

taste and had a peculiar effect on the nerves of the ton

gue, making it numb and almost devoid of sensntion.

Von

Anrep ln 1879 studied th• pharmocologlcal actions of
cocaine end found that after subcuteneous injections the
skin overlying the injected area became insensitive to
the prick of a pin.

He recorrh�end�d that this compound

might b"J useful clinically as en local anesthetic.

His

suggestion was not acted on, however, end credit for the
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discovery df local An�sthesie is usually ascribed to Freud
and Koller.

A populer story relates that these two inves

tigators were searching for a morphine substitute, and in

the course of their studies on cocaine Koller Accidentally
got some of the drug in his eye end fortunately noted the
resulting anesthesia.
The first accounts, (12), though vague and uncertain, of

anesthesia produced by the introduction of a cocaine
solution into the extradural space of the vartebrel canal
are found in the first memorable experiment by Corning.

In 1855 h• attempted on dogs and then upon humans to inject
a solution of cocaine into the vertebral can�l as a thera
peutic measure without any thought of obtaining surgical
anesthesia.

Corning did not mention in his report the

escape of cerebra-spinal fluia during the injection,
probably because he did not clearly distinguish between
th• extradural snd the subarechnoid space end injected the
solution into the former.

He attributed the distribution of

the anesthetic end the possibility of obtsining a block

anesthesia of the spinal roots to the circulation of the
blood end ly mph as being cepeble of transporting the sol
ution over some distance into the vertebral cenel proper.
The first attempt of the injection of en anesthetic

�olution for surgical purposes into the extredurel space of
the sacra 1 segme·nt of th� vertebra 1 cene l wr s first
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made by Cethelin ln 1900.

He

proposed the injection of

normal seline into the sBcral cRnel f or purposes of
elleying certain nervo.l.s manisf�stetions connected with
urinary trBct enuresis in boys end girls, tabetic crisis,

etc.(33)

Encoursgej by some success tn this endeavor

he tried to induce anesthesia by injecting in � similsr
manner but was unsuccessful.

Cathelin described the method

now known ·as caudal enesthesie.

This consists of th• in

jection of th� an sihetic solution into the sAcral canal
through the sacral hietus.

The method of Cathelin did

not et first have many followers, and only gained many
exponents after being ·populsriz�d by Lewen in 1910.
The motive which has favored this form of snesthesie
has been the avoidance of diff usion of the anesthetic
solution in the dural sec, thu� eliminating a series of
disturbances which fr�quently follow suberachnoid spinal
anesthesie.

The method seemingly to dat� gives the best

form of enesthesia for the sacral and pudendal plexuses and
is a precise method
anesthesia of th•
'
. for regional
secro-perlneal region.
Cocain�, the first drug to make local anesthesia a

practic al possibility, has be•n strongly criticized because
of the danger of poisoning.(19)

This was due at first to

the strong solution used and later to faulty technique, too
rapid injection, or imperfect control of
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ths c irc ulation.

Coceine, like all other anesthetizing

drugs is a protoplasmic poison, forming with protoplasm
an unstable combination whic h breaks down slowly, after
whic h, the tissues return to their normal c ondition and
rf:lsume th@ir normal function.

ppeared\from general use.

It hes prac tic ally dis

Novocaine, disc overed by Einhorn, was first clini
cally testsd by Braun in 1905.

It was widely extolled

by him and soon bec ame quite generally sdopted, end it
is at the present time used by a great many.

It is from

sevsn to ten times less toxic than c oc aine, and it's
solutions stand boiling and keep for a long time with
out deteriorating.

This drug a.n d other newer less toxic

c ocaine derivatives suc h astmetyc eine are the ones
most popular in the c audal method of today.

6.

Anatomic Cheracter1stics
Th4 sacrum normally is composed of the union of tive
sacral vertebrae which unite et times with the fifth lumbar.
It is a cuneiform bone, flattened, with a marked anterior
concavity.

It unites in its 1nfsrior extremity with the

coccyx.(12)

The anterior or the pelvic su rf�ce of the· sacrllID is smooth

a.nd markedly curved anteriorl;y.

In a vertical.

line on the two sidss Eibout two cm. from the midline era
found four to five anterior sacral openings, through
which ru n the anterior branches of the sacral nerveB.
The posterior surface of the sacru m ,is of speciAl inter8st

to the anesthetist.

It is very rough and is con

vex in two directions, ftspecially in the vertic�l axis.
It presents the medial longitudinal crest, which ls

readily palpated posteriorly and which is formed by the
• fusion of the spinal processes of the sacral v ertebrae. It
presents three to follr and, at t:1,.mes, f'ive prominences
representing the superior limits of ths sRcra.l hiatus
and is of the most import8nce toJthe anesthetist.
On the two sides are two other verticsl crests,
which are less prominent and more difficult to palpate.
Of these, the mo�e external corresponds to t he line of
fusion of the trAnsverse processes, thft more internal
to the line of fu sion of the articulin processes.

tween one and the other are found in � longitudinal

Bt
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series four or five postior sacral foramina, which are
smaller than the enterior and thru which pess the post
erior branches of the secrel nerves.
The sacral hiatus, or the inferior eperture of the

sacral canal, is limited below, Recording to classical
anatomic descriptions, by two secral horns, which es a
rule point downward to meet the horns of the coccyx.
They are formed by the _articular process of th� fifth
sacral end its posterior arches which have not fuse1 in
the midline.

Above, the hiatus is limited by the s·pinous

process of the fourth sacral vertebra.

Usually, it has

an inverted, U<0r V, form with margins that are more or
less prominent, being closed by a fi�rous layer, which
ls very resistent.

This anatomic situa''t:on, though it

ihes been describe:i as common, is found in only twenty
to thirty per cent of ceses, and very frequently one of
t;he following common variati-ins is f.ound:(12)
1. The hiatus is displaced downw.erd, due to the fusion
in the mliline of the arches of th8 fifth SBCral.

In

such e cese it is limited above by the prominence of this
fusion, and below on t.he two horns of the coccyx.

2. 'The hiatus may be displaced upward, due to lack

of fusion of the fourth, third, or even the seconQ sacral
segmen t.

3. Rerest of all is complete lsck of .fusion.
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Thfr sacral canal is of prismatic form above and
semilunar below, with en anterior concavity, which narrows
very rapidly from above downward.

Its anterior wall

formed by union of the bodl�s of the sacral vertebree
is rele.tively rough, while the posterior we.11 resulting
from the fusion of the vertebral lamina is smooth. There
exists, as stated, frequent Anomalies of·the closure of
the posterior well.

Very frequently th� vertebral canal

pr sents laterel deviations and oth�r variations of its
usual curv s.

At times it presents a marked narrowing iu

the �ntero-posterior axis with connective-tissue septa
which ere dense and at times even ossified:.
presents a very unfavorable condition

or the

'I'his rs

penetration of the nee...ile end the homogeneous diffusion

of

the injected solution.
The sa�ral canal contidns connective tissue and adi

pose tissue rich in vessels, and the secrel nerve-roots,
covered by finger-like dig1tations of the dura mater, which
run do·wnward 1:md in e lateral d1'rection toward the sacral
forAmina.

The 'spinal ganglia are found in the canal ·

and not in the sacrel foremina.
The dural sac extends downward as low as the level
of· the second sacral segment, rerely lower.

One tna_y

calculate that in one or two percent there is the possi
bility of penetration of the durel sac with the needle
inserted in the sacrel hiatus, even if this is not made
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beyondthe third sacral segme:t1t.

This cohditlon will be

observed on t.h e occa.ssions in which ce rebrospinal fluid
comes out of the needle, signifying thst either-the sac
hes been perferete1 or the meningeal cove ring of one of
the nerve roots penetrated.

It is very important to

recognize this possibility in order to avoid the

injection of dangerous quantities of the anesthetic into

the sub-arachnoid space.
It can be shown by injections that colored fluids
injected into the sacral canal never appeared in the spinal
canal or colored the upper part of the cord, showing the
complete isolation of the two parts of the canal from �n•
another by closure of the dura mater. (33)

So that al

though the nerves are transmitted from the spinal can�l
down into the sacral canal· there 1s no other com:munic�tion
between the two.

This fact marks the distinction between

this method of securing anesthesia end that termed spinal
anesthesia, ln which the fluid is injected directly into
the spinal canal.
?-'hompson(54) following experiments upon eiadavers
used by the University of Texa� Juniors at Galveston
conducted an e xperiment to determine the level reached
by diffusion of a staining fluid.

Fifteen bodies were

used,
and in eac.h case 30 c.c. of equeous solution of eosin
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was in jected into the sacral canal.
was used in eech cBse.

A needle 6cm. long

The dissection of the sacrum and

spinal canal was made immediately, and as soon as the
data in this region was·obtained the sp�nel canal and
cord were exposed in the thoracic region opposite the
spine ot the scapula (3rd thoracic vertebrae}.

Roughly

speakin, in every case, in half an hour, the sacral and

·lumbar regions of the cord were exposed, and at the· end
ofan hour the dorsal region was laid bare.
Anatomical Findings:

No. of Diss. Rm.
3

Lower•nd of Dura Mater

Upper Level of
Fluid

3rd Sacral Vert.

3rd. Thor. Vert.

26

2nd Sacral Vert.

3rd. Thor. Vert.

7

Junct. of� & 3 Sac.
Vert.

7th cervical

9

..

11

6th Thor.
-------------------------------------2nd Sacral
3rd Thor.

5

3rd Sacral

6th Thor.

15

2nd Sacral

1st Sacral

23

Junct. of 2 & 3 Sac.
Vert.
2nd Sacral

7th Cervical

19

2nd Sacral

3rd Thor.

17

io

?

u

,.

u

3rd Thor.
10th Thor.

13

2nd Sacral

3ra Thor·.

1

3rd Sacral

3rd Thor.

11.

Dem. Body

*

Junct. of 2 & 3 Sac.
Vert.
3rd Sacral

3rd Thor.
?

Some students did not have time to dissect above

3rd Thoracic.
In the work of Grodinsky and Best(l8) of a_ simi
lar nature, it was found that the position of the body
m�dl!I no difference in th• levels reached.

This was

at

tributed to the fact that the extradural spac� is filled
with a loose areolar fatty tissue which absorbs some of
the injected fluid and also prevents the solution flowing

as through an empty cavity.
The nerve branches that descend thus from the spinal

into the sacral canal are called the sacral nerves.

From

the sacral canal they pass through the secrel foramina

out into the pelvis, forming the sacral plexus.(33}

Th•

chief divisions of the sacral plexus are the sole.tic and
pudic nerves.�he pudic terminates in three branches;
namely, (1.) the dorsal nerve of th• penis (�.) the
perineal nerve (3.) and the haemorrhoidal.

Thase supply

the skin, scrotum, structures of th• penis, perineum,
prostate ·and blad�er, and the inner surface of the thighs
posteriorly.

A structure

exclusively supplied by a. .

nerve may be anesthetized by deadening that nerve, but
when the structure is supplied by another. nerve also,
the deadening of one nerve does not suffice for anesthe
sia; the colleteral nerve holds the tissues in a sensi
tive condition.

This accounts for the lract that the
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lower �xtr•mities ar• not made analgesic by anesthetiz
ing the sciatic nerve.

Collateral innervation maintains

sensibility.

•

13.

Physiology

Ceu�al anesthesia as formerly stated involves the
introduction of a locel anesthetic solution through the
saeral hiatus into the peridurel space below the poin�
et which th• dura mater closes about ths filum terminale.
Thompson, Shaw, Grodinsky, and Best(54), {51), {17),
{18) and others have shown that fluids d•posited extradur
ally do not penetrate the meninges.

The work of the last

two investigators indicates that to act on nerves above
the third sacral, an anesehetic agent deposited in th•

sacral canal must pass out the interverteP�al foramina
and c9me in contact with the nerves distal to the spinal
ganglia, to which the dura extends.
Caudel anesthesiA is, thereforo, a form of regional
anesthesia and is quite different from spinal anesthesia.
_Its advantages over other forms of regional analgesia
lies in the fact that with a single needle inserted only
once bilateral analgesia can be induc,ed up to any level
desired.

In addition, caudal ·analgesia has for the

relief of pain all the advantages of spinal anesthesia
with none or few of the disadvantages.

It produces par

alysis of only the perineal muscl�s, however, and does
not provide the abdominal relaxation attending spinal
anesthesia.

Lack of abdominal paralysis is of course, a

disadvantage in abdominal surgery but an advantage in
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obstetrical use since the patient would not lose voluntary expulsive power.
rhe level reached by fluid injected into th• sacra 1

1

canal through the secrfll hiatus is largely dependent on
the volume of fluid employed.

Grodinsky and Best (17),(18)

found a definite order in which effects are observed, an
order which is also followed in the relative segmental
levels attained.

First to appeer,.Rnd highest to extend,

is hypalgesia without significant impairment of other
senses.

As hypalgesia progresses to analgesia, hyper

thesia to touch appears.

Hingson and Edwards (14), (21),

(2!) have confirmed these findings and have observ i
further that diminution of temperature and propriocep
tive· sensation occurs lRter And to a lesser extP-nt.

Tpey

found that with the exc p-tlon of the muscles innervated

by the last two or three sac.rel segments, motor weekn9ss
does not usually appeB� before several hours end do·e s
not become extreme.

The third, fourth, and fifth sacral

nerves�lie within the sacral canal for several centim9ters
distal to their ganglia end are th�r8fore exposed to a
more intense action of the anesthetic agent.

This prob

ably accounts for the eerly and complete paralysis of th•
muscles of the pelvic floor seen with caudal analgesia.
Harris(fo) shows by .nis experiments that the more
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rapid the absorption the more toxic are the symptoms
produc«td.. The more rApid the absorption the less marked
the anesthesia, for it requires a certain length of time
for the drug to Act.

Thus he advocates the use of adrena

line with novocaine to increase the degree and durAtion
of anesthesia.

When the anesthetic solution 1s brought

in contect with th• nerve, 1 t penetrates the. nerve and
interrupts or blocks the passag� of nerve impulse at that
point.

If the nerve be a mix•d one afferent impulses are

blocked before efferent.

If the blocking is complete

no afferent impulses can travel along the nerve at that
point of blocking; hence no sensations having their origins
in the region supplied by the nerve blocked can be per
ceived.

Sensations are of several kinds; touch, pain,

temperatur•, pressure, etc.

When a nerve is blocked, the

sensations are not all lost.at the same time.
lost first, and pressure last.

Pain is

The prick of a pin may

be recognized after it ceases to be at a�l painful, and
pressure can usually be recognized after touch is lost.
Despite the peucity of information concerning the
mechanism of local anesthesia, it is known that certain
nerve fibers are more susceptib�• than others.

As has

boen mentioned it is found that in a mix•d nerve the
sensory fibers are blocked earlier than the motor, and
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when the proper concentration of anesthetic is applied

to a norv�, it is possible to block completely the sensory
fibers without abolishing the transmission of motor im
pulses.(16}

It has been established that there is a

definite order in which the fibers in a sensory nerve
are erfected by local anesthetics.

The sensation of

pain is the first modality to disappear and it is f�llow
ad in order by the sensa�ions of cold, warmth, and touch.
Various theories have b&&n set forth to explain this dif
ference in susceptibility.
I

For a long time ft was thought

that the phenomenon was due to a difference in the chem
ical constitution of the fibers.

Then Gasser and Erlangsr

(15) noted that when pressure is appli•� to a mix•d
nerve the resulting anesthesia of the motor and sensory
fib�rs appears in a sequence opposite to that observed
aft•r block by anesthetic drugs, namely, the motor fibers
are affected before the sensory.

They th8n demonstr8ted

by the use of the cathode ray oscillograph that fiber
size is th• main factor in determining the relative

sensitivity to pressure and to chemical anesthesia.
After cocaine is applied to a mixed fiber, the gamma
waves (from small cutaneous afferent fibers) are th•
firs�end the alpha waves ( from large fibers) the last
to disappear.

Inasmuch as cocaine probably acts by

chemical combination with the nerve protoplasm, it is
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logical that the smaller fibers which present the
greatest surface per unit of volume are the first to
be anesthetized.

This conc•pt receives support from

the observation that if a local anesthetic is applied
to the vagus nerve, the smaller efferent cerdioinhibi
tory fib�rs are blocked before the larger fibers which
carry afferent respiratory impulses.
The incorporation of epinephrine in the anesthetic
solution for caudal anesthesia is so frequently prac
ticed that its action should also bQ rightly given a
short discussion.

The duration of action of local

anesthetics ls proportional to the time during which they
are in actual contact with nervous tissu•.

Consequent

ly procedures which localize the drug et the nerve greatl7yprolong the period of anesthesia.

Cocaine itself

constrict� the blood vessels and therefore prevents its
own absorption.

For this reason·, the dµretion of cocaine

a.nesthesia is greater than that of most anesthetics which

do not cause vasoconstriction.

The addition of

epinephrine to local anesthetic solutions greatly pro
longs and intensifies their actions.

In clin.ica.1 prac

tlc�, therefore, the injection of a local anesthesia is
usually accompanied by eplnephrin& or one of ita suitable
synthetic congeners.

,.,

A concentration of 1: ,..., 5,000 to

1:50,000 of epinephrine performs duel servic�.

By de

creasing the rate of absorption �inephrin• not only
localizes the anesthetic agent at the desired site but
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also allows the rate at which th8 anesthetic is destroy
ed in the body to keep pace with the r8te at which it
enters the circulation.

Thus a toxic concentration is

not reached.
Dunlop(l3), a Fellbw in Anesthesia at the Mayo
Foundation, became interested in the work done on the
fate of local anesthetics in the body.

Accor�ing to the

literature he compiled it was most generally accepted
that the liver was the. site of destruction of the local
anesthetics due to work done in producing artificial
injury .to the liver of cats by means of phosphorous and
chloroform anes�hesia, and showing that these cats were
rendered much more susceptible to intravenous lnjec
t,-ons of cocBine, procaine, and tutocaine than hea.lthy,
untreated anlms.ls. Dun1o·p in attempting to prove or dis
prove this assumptiqn ran three perfusion series with
procaine on normal, healthy d.ogs; these three were a.
heart-lung circuit, a heart-lung-limbs circuit, and a
heart-lung circuit with the addition of the liver.. The
results in the heart-lung preparation demonstrated that
procaine is progressively, although slowly, destroyed
and converted into its end-products by the tissue pre
sent; in the absence of the liver.

On the other hand,

there was a decrease in successive sampleis of the amount
of procaln� present in the blood;

on the other hand

19.
there was an increase in the end-products, as can be

represented by pera-aminobenzoic acid.
was, as stated, slow;

This de·struction

tr9ces of the drug persisted

unchanged even after four and a fourth hours of per
fusion.
The effect of adding hind limbs to the heart- lung
circuit w9s not very marked.

In all samples there was

only a little -less of tn• drug present than in the, cor
respon�ing samples from the heert-lung circuit, and this
could well be.the result of absorption and removal of
more of the drug from the blood by the extra tissue pre
sent.

Inactive skeletal muscle, then, apparently ta.kes

little part in the detoxification of procaine.
The addition of the liver to th• heart-lung cir
cuit, however, gave striking results.

In the three ex

periments conducted, procaine was entirely destroyed
within one and a fourth hour, in one case within forty
five minutes.

Here it was definitely not a question of

the amount of tissue in the circuit, for although pro
cain• rapidly disappeared from the blood, the end-products
accumulated equally rapidly, remaining-in the blood.
The llvitr, then, although not essentisl, d�toxifies
procaine much more efficiently and rapidly than other
tissues, chiefly muscle, thet were studied.

The question

thus may bft raised as to the advisability of adminis-
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tering large amounts of local or regional anesthetics
of the cocaine derlv�tives to persons suff6ring from
severe hepatic injury.

21.

Technique of Administration
1
A freshly sterilized one per cent solution of
novoceine gives satisfactory results.

Various. addi

tlonal drugs us•d by others such as the addition of
6 to 8 drops of adrenalin, to 1000cc, to delay absorp
tion m ay or may not be of benefit, but are not essential.
(49)

The injection is best made with th• patient lying
flat on the abdom•n, with a small pillow und r the hips.
Since the sacral segments ar• fixed, there is no'advan
tage to be gained by the lateral position with acute
fl�xlon.

Th• l9teral position with Rcut

flexion, however,

is preferred by Hingson and Edwards in ad.ministering
caujal anesthesia to obstetrics patients.(22Y

In ob

taining results the injection of the sacral canal is
more important than is that of any of the foramina, and
fortunately this is th• easiest of localization.

In the

average cas• the sacral cornua can be palpated with com
parative easfi.

It will be racalled that these cornua

are present as a result of the lack of fusion of the
lamina of the fifth sacral segment, and the sacral hiatus
or opening into the sacral canal, therefore, lies between
these two landmarks.

A small calibre needle of the

type ordinarily used for spinal puncture serves wel,L
1'he introduction of the needle is b st preceded by
the production of a d rmal wheel of riovocsine with a
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fine hypod rmic ne,dle, in the mid-line and just below
the level of the sacral cornua.

Faulty direction of the

needle is the cause of more failures than is improper
location of the point of introduction.

The needl

is

best maintained et an angle of about forty-five degrees
with th• skin surface until the point is flt to pen�
trt:=<te the fibrous m'1mbrane covering thii sacral hiatus
and to striKe th� bony floor of the sacral canal, 2 or
3 mm. beyond.

The operetors end of the needle is then

depressed until the shaft comes to be approximately
parallel to a tangent to the curve of the sacrum at the
point of introduction.

As the needle is further intro

duced �1t may be necessary to slightly elevate or to
further depress the end in order to avoid th& point
striking the roof or floor of the cena.l.

Th• cut>ve of

the canal makes a t�pplng of the dursl sac a very rare
occurrance, yet it should be routine to watch for the
appearance of cerebrospinal fluid during a short inter-

-

val oftim� between withdrawal of the stylet and injection of the novocaine solution.

Dr. Davis (10)� (11),

(9) in his his injections preparatory to prostate opera
tions routinely injected into the sacral canal 40 cc.
This should be injected slowly, though the fluid should
flow in essily, with no force upon the plunger necftssary.
Since the necessity for force indicates an improperly
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placed n�edle, the ease of introduction.of the fluid
is an accurate index of the success of the anesthesia.
The above in the technical sense of the word consti
tut s caudal �nesthesie, but in the urological work of
Davis, (9) (10) (11), Scholl, (49), Meeker (3.6), Hunt (26)
Judd (30), Shaw (57) the injection of the posterior sacral
foramlna hs.s become pert of the procedure in bladder
and prostate work.

The technioue being practically the

same among them.
The location of the posterior sacral foremina is
usually more difficult.

The operator is aided by the

anatomical fact that the openings of the sacral foramina
upon either side all be in the same straight line, and
that for ell practical purposes they are equidistant
from one another.

In the average individual the post�r

ior superior iliac spine may be readily palpated, and
the second sacral foremen located at a point about
cm toward the mid-line and one cm. below.

a

The line of

all five foramina may then be determined by connecting
th� above described point with e point located just out
side
of and b�low the sacral cornu upon the corresponding
t
side.

This latter point locates the notch for the fifth

sacral nerve, the injection of which may be omitted in
case the epidural injection has been successful.

The

division of the distenc8 between these two points into
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. three equal parts will locat• th• sites �or injection
of th

third and fourth foramine.

The first may be

located a corresponding distance above the second.

H re

again, th� direction of the n�edle ts of importanc�.
Each needle should b

introduced at appr�ximately a

right angl• to a tang nt to ths curve of th� secrllIIl,
rather than perpendicul2r to the Bkin surface.

Ordinary

Lu1tr n* dl s, ebout 1� gauge and 2 in� in 1 ngth will
wall s�rv

the purpose.

�t ls convenient to use S$Veral.

Th• introduction of· each na�il• should b

pr ceded by

th• production of a d rmel wheal with a fin
needle.

stab.

hyped rmic

A forem�n is rarely located by th

initial

It is seldom nscessary, however, to mek• mortt

than a singl

skin puncturA, for the reason #het it is

_possiblli to "f0 1" th• bony surface of ths sacrum as
th• point of th

needle com•s ln contact et s v ral

closely related points, before finally dropping into
the foramsn.

Th• not infr qu nt irregularity in size

and dir ction of th

post rior foramina often glves

difficulty in introduction of ths ne8dle.

This is a

fr�quent case in foram1na with ov r-hanging �ony lips.
The introduction of th• needlft into the foramen a dis
tance of 1 to 1� cm. below the dorsum of th
suffici nt.

sacrum is
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Fair sized vessels accompany the nerve roots through
the foramina, and 1t is good procedure to allow a short
interval of time before injection to await the possible
appearance of blood through the needl•.

Upon these few

occassions it is possible to withdraw the n8adle slightly,
and then make the injection with no ill-effect:
In accorda nce with Meekers technique (36) (30) the
routine has been the injection of approximately seven,
six, five, and four c.c. of one perc@nt novocaine solu
tion wi�nin th• first, s�cond, third and fourth foramina,
respectively.

Th• skin incision should be postponed for

a period of not less than thirty minutes aftlir the
initial or epidural injection.
Lewis (33) cites es difficult cases for caudal anes
thesia the ob�se,the very nervous, the hysterical, and
children. I-,&f•w:e= _ after his first clinical use of this
method advised against its us

in the aged, but these

seem to be the very cases in which it is especially
advantageous.

It has made operation possible in a num

ber of cases debilitated end decrepit from advanced ege
and th• revages of urinary obstruction and sepsis, its
freedom from shock end other d@pressing influences making
it particularly desirable for this class of cssas.
Just as with the Ufle of drugs for any purpose and
by any method, so there is a certain variability in the
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sffectiveness of this metho� for producing anesthesia.
Aside from individual susceptibility, there may be other
reasons explanat-Ory of this.

The capacity of the sacral

canal may be large or smell, requiring a greater or
lesser amount of fluid to fill it and exercise the
pressure-effect on the nerves that alters the eff�ctiv
ness of the absorption.
In referring to the toxicity of novocaine, a wide
variety of typical po1soning symptoms have been listed
by early worKers such as Le•wen.

Lewis states that only

rarely in his series of 85 cases in which catt·:iel anes
thesia was usedby him prior to 1916 were symptoms of
nausea, sweating, anaemia, rapid puls�, fr�quent res
piration,. feeling of oppression, and haze in front of
the eyes noted, and that thwsft symptoms could be avoided
by making the injections slow.ly.
In Germany Barbey (2) as eerly as 1920 began the
awakening comments regarding thfi comparative disregard.
of the sacral method of an:a·sthesia which has .finally
bQgun sweeping this country in the la.st .fivli .to ten
years.

He comments on the technic bing simpler than

nerve blocking, end the by-effects mild�r than with
lumbar anesthesia.

H• was obtaining complete anesthesia

in 91.8 :per c ent, and failure in only 2 per cent.

Caudal Anesthesia in.Urology

2'7 •

Epidural se.cre.l a.n�sthesia as applied to urology ·or,
general surgery has its chief advantage in the elimina
tion of post-operative shock and other dangers incident
to the use of ether or gas • . In this respect the patient
A second advantage of great in-

is directly benefited.

direct benefit to th� patient, is received through the
opportunity for time and deliberatness afforded th� sur
geon.

Under local anesthesia there is no urgent indica

tion for haste.

Th• operator pr·oc eds more carefully

and delibsrately with his di.ssection, he is able to �void
trauma to tissues and.has the opportunity for better
exposure end hemostesis.

And finally, the first few

post-operative �d�7s ·followi-ng local anesthesia are ac
companied 'by far less discomfort end gastro-intestinal
disturbances.
1'h• dissdvantsg s of ca.uial arn,sth,esia and the
objections to its use should be also taken into con
sid�ration, for this method is not without its dangers
and its remote rnorta1;ty, due chiefly to the possibility
of toxic absorption.

Furthermore, there are patients

whose mantel.make-up is such to entlr8ly pr9clude the
successful employment of local anesthesia; i;ind. th r

are

m2ny operations of' such extent and such enetomicel
. r�lations as to ess ntielly require a g n ral an�sthasla.
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The chief hind ranee, however, to th� mor� g�n@ral Rd◊p
tion of local anesthesia, �nd to the d•velopement of
this m�thod to e wi d•r field of us�fulness is du9 in a
large measur� to the reluctance of the averag• busy
surgeon to devote the time and attention essantial
to succ@ssful application.
The advantages of this typ• of anesth•sia in
·prostatectomy are obvious.

Pri marily thi s opitration

d�als with old age; often with advanced old age wlth·the
acc6m)anying cardio-vascular end renal changes; to' say
nothing of the r�nal injury resulting from chronic urin
·ery r tention and infection.

These patisnts are, there

fore, doubly handicapped, and to racover must survive the
combined i ll effects of operative trauma, infection, and
hemorrhag•.

The elimination of the a1d•d insult of

general inesthesia is, therefore, well worth the effort.
The mortality of sacral anesthesia�is a negllgble
factor.

In a series of 120 cases reported by Dev1s(l0)

there were no ill effects whatever.

He contends that the

complete perineal operation mey be :ion• painlessly
following the use of a single inj�ction through the
sacra.l hiatus, although the small percentag

of cawes

in which imperfect anesthesie is obtained ��y be further

minimized by supplementing this single(caudal) injection
by injections through the sacral·foramlna; the so-called
secral block.

Davi� aiso states that sacral anesthesia
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is of distinct a1vantege in hemostasis in minimizing
the immediate hemorrhage (probably through a lowering

of blood prGssure}, and in permitting time for the c�r•
ful ligation or suture of bleeding points.
In Scholl's (49) report of sacral anesthesia used on
one-hundred and fifty patients in the Mayo Clinic, one
hundred and forty were considered satisfactory,
the remaining ten were failures.

,,

The fa-i lures were due

in 7 cases to 8ither individual resistance to novocaine,
or to 11rrors in technique;

in two ca. ses to anatomic

deformities of the �acrum , and in 1 case to the exten
sion of a m alignant process into the sacral canRl.
An estimate as to the infrequency of mishap follow
ing th• sacral or extradural inj•ctlon may b.a obtained
from the work of Zweifel

(58), analyzing th• reports

of tan fatalities occuring among 4200 ce_sas, and conclud
ing that in only three of these was the anesthesia re
sponsible.

In these three, death was almost imm9diate,

resulting appar•ntiy from acute procaine poisoning.
The use of newer drugs such as metycain• m ay reduce this

small percentage even further - the test of time proving
or disproving this.
In all urological reports there is almost universal
consensus of opinion that the numb r of failures cRn be
r•duced by applying a more cBreful technique with th•

resulting success of _introducing th• needle through the
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h iatus into the lumen of the sacral canal.

Another

common e:cror is the omission of. e:n interval of time between
th� injection and the incision.

Unsuccessful anesthesia

will be obtain•d unless a period of thirty to.forty
minutes be allowed to elapse, which represents the time

probably necessary for the pen tration of the dure.l
sheaths of th• narves.

Proper selection of cases, and

pr•-operative hypodermic narcosis when necessary, will
largely reduce the percentage of so-called failures.
As mentioned above, th re is great satisfaction to
th• surgeon during the prostate operation in the know
ledg• that time for operativ

deliberatness and hamo

stasis may wall be afforded without danger to the patient.
Consequences and �ornplication:s r•sulting from prolonged
anesthesia ne•d be given no consideration.
importance, however,

Of greater

i:s th• fact thet wi·th sacral an s

thasia, these patients pass through no period of post
op rativ

shock.

Their condition upon returning to

bed, as measured by pulse, respiration, color and general

appearanc , is not _essentially changed from that prior

to operation.

To observe one of these pati•nts reading

or eating during the aft rnoon following operRtion ls
not unusual.

Furthermore th•

sum·

total of post-op9re.

tive discomfort and pain ls less, presumably due to a
p rslstent analgesic off ct.

Th• pain ca.usad by the
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removal of the hemostatic bag twenty-four hours later
and the gauze if present is in no way comparable to the
pain produced by a similar proc�dur• following genetal
anasthesla.

In the Davis series of prostetectomies (9)

th• average numbsr of dti.ys before (1) sphincter control,
(2) urethral voiding and (3) closure of the perineal
fistula was five, seven, and twenty on8 respectively.
There is, ther•for•, no reason to believe that sacral
anesthesia lnterf rs in any way with wound healing or
with the return o f the normal function of urination.
Objections to sacral anesthesia appear to be larg•ly
two in number: (1) Th• injection of the sacral canal
requires a fAir degr•• of t!Jchnical skill and practice,
and th• method is time-consuming in that an interval
must elapse betwesn injection and incision.

(2) There

occurs the very occassiona.l c1:3-se of inexplicable failure
to obtain sa�isfactory anesthesia.
The solution of novocain• should be made up fr•sh
for each case.

The novoceine, in combination with

sodium bicarbonate �nd sufficient sodium chloride to
giv� a normal salt solution, is kept in powders.
(49) gives th• following proportions:
Sodlwn Bicarbonate

0.15

Sodium Chloride

0.10

Novocaine

0.60

Scholl
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Thirty cubic centimeters
of distilled water is brought
'
to a boil in a glass flask over an alcohol lamp; the
flask removed and the powder dropped in.

The solution

is then brought to a boil and allowed to cool.

Six

tenths of a gram of novocaine in 30 cc of water makes
a 2 percent solution.

Th• addition of sodium bicarbonate

makes a strongly hydrolyzttd solu.tion which diffuses more
readily through the nerve sheaths and producss an anes
thesia of gr ater intensity and longer duration than that
with novocaine alone.

After the addition of the powder

th• solution is not allowed to boil for more than a
few seconds since th9 acid bicarbonate re8dily changes
to the strongly alkaline carbonat

which mey produc

gangrene.
Epidural sacral an sthesia is particularly applic

able to bladder and urethr�· procedures.

Th• bladd r

and urethra are supplied,by two sets of nerves, th•
sacral and the sympathetic_, both of which contain aff8r
ent and effer111nt fib rs.

T h• sacral branches a.re th•

most important, they form th• hypo-gastric plaXQS which
ramifies

over the bladd•r, supplying �h• unstriated

muscles of the bledd r, urethra and corporA cavernosa;
other branches from the sacral plexus, sspecially the
pudics, form the motor path to the striated muscle of the
urethra.

T he sympathetic branchss are of importance• They

arise from the low�r thoracic and upper lumbar
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roots, passing through the splanchnic nerve to the inferior mesenteric ganglion, then through the hypo
gastric nerv s to the bladder.

Blocking the s�cral

nerves produc s in most cases complete arn1sthesia of
the bladder and l.\rethra, tho1.1gh in an occassional case

distension gives moderate pain.
One of the most satisfactory fi lds for sacral anes

thesia is the anesthesia obtained in l'rrltable., inflamed
bladd�rs,

specially of tub·rculous origin.

in this class of cas s are remarkable.

Th• results

In contracted

painful bladders which must be emptied evµ,ry ten to
fifteen minutes, the instrument is pass0d painlessly,
th• anesthesia permitting· a distention of from 100 cc
to 150 cc during the entire examination, without a t8n
dency to discharge.

There ls a paralysis of the sansory

arc, and the reflex spasm that often makes a com_pletfi
examination impossibla is absent.

Th• patient rests

quietly; the sterterous br8ething i.hd the shif'ting
bladder walls of a patient under deep narcosis is absent.
It is possibl

in thes� cas s to add th� edditioGil

ounce or two of fluid which produces a distsntion suffi
cient to flatt8n the folds of mucosa and expose the entire

surface of the oladder.

With a knowledge of the approx

imate duration of the an�sthesia and of the absence of
und�sireable after-effects on the patient, the operator
is able to carry out a t chnically compl8t

examination
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without the haste so often necessary when a different
an�sthesla ls us d.

Bladders that hold practically noth

ing may readily b� dilated sometimes t? lf.:0 cc.

Over

distention occassionally ceuses the patl$nt some dis
comfort, n61cessitating a partial emptying of the bladder.
In such instances compl t"l anesthss1a of_ the sacral
nerv&s ls usually obtained, but tha sensation of dis
tention is carr

d through the sympethet�c nerve to the

upper lumbar roots.

Thes· minor branches to this segment

may readlly be blocked by injecting a small amount of
cocaine in solution through the Qrethra into the-bladder.
This type of a.nesthesia is ideal for the application
of radium needles.

Th& n�edles are inserted through �he

perineal tissue from 4 cm. to 6 cm. into the malignant
prostate.

Nearly all carcinomatous prostates are encased

in a thick, reslstant, fibrous, or malignant capsule.
It is impossible, by local applications, to anesthetlze
this capsule sufficiently to allow the needles to pass
through without· pain, and it is also difficult to elim
inate

the deep pressurP- pains caused by the needle

pas sing through the boardl1Ke, maligne.�t·· �nd fibrous
tissues �f the gland itself.

After blocking the sacr&l

nerves, the anesthesia of the perineal tissues, the prostate and'its' coverings is so com�lete thst the needles
are ofter inserted without the knowledge of the petient.
More radium needles may be inserted than when a local
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infiltration anesthesia is used, th• red.ium containing
tips a�@ more eccurst ly pleced, and the field of oper
ation is not obscured from the edema of the 1nf1ltratsd
solution.
While it is impossible to fulgurste the majority
of benign papillomas of the bladder without an extensive anesthesia, there is an occassio�al case in which
the mucosa is too irritable to permit sufficient disten
tion or extensive fulguration.

Sacral anesthesia is very

satisfactory in these ceses, permitting an unhurried
complete oparation.
Radium emanations inserted into the bladdsr through
the cystoscope cause no pain, but an i�ritabl� cyslitls
is often present, espechtlly in cases of extensive, solid
tumors, and anesthesia is necessary to permit sufficient
disten1;1on i::orsatisfactory observation.
In case of litholapexy, when washing out stone
fragments, it is necessary to remember that the muscula
ture of the bladder is partially peralyzed and cannot
readily expel the weter and particles of crushed stone.
An evacuator is of satisfactory use in overcoming this
difficulty.
The tlilmporary paralysis of the inttirnal sphincter
muscles may produce a slight incontlnence, dlsappearin�
with the return of sensation.

This peralysis_of the in-
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ternal sphincter is readily seen in X-ray plates taken
after the injection of an opaque medium, the cystogrem
resembling that seen in conn@ction with lesions of ths
spinal cord. (49)

In occassional cases there is also

paralysis of the lower end of t�e ureters.
through the cystoscop

Observ•d

the me8ti (uret rel orifices)

ar� gaping and flacid; if touched with a ur�teral cetheter
they contract end assume their normRl appearance, but
readily relax again.
Crowell ana Thompson(8) give high racommendations

to the u se of sacral anesthesia in th�lr series of its
use in 33 consecutive prostatectomies where with one
exception they found it without sn unpl-easent result at th•
time of operation or following the operation.

They state

its appllcetion es simple and easy, and its dangers
insignificant.

The influ�nce lasts from 3 to 8 hours

and does away with the gastric disturbances and pulmonary
complications which frequently follow a general anesthe
tic.

They now u�e it as a routine and find it very

advantageous ln cases of arteriosc.elerosls, card.lee and
pulmonary compllcetions and in ca21es of high blood pr�ssure
due to nephritis.
Hunt of Mayos (26) who 1s an advo.cater of st1prapubic
prostactectomy gives in his 1921 repor't to the clinic th•
combined transsectal and abdominal infiltration
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withnovocaine as being his 1d@.al an,:,,sthesia.
Munger end Wrenn (41) in tho Veterans Administr�tion
facility et Lincoln, Nebraske hev

instigated the routine

us� of caudal anesthesia in all male cystoscopic exam
inations to do away with the fear-complex engend�red by
a former cystoscopy or caused by thP. recital of some
other patient who hes been through th

exp�rience and

ls eager to tell his •fr::l.,�nds of the extreme severity of
the ordeal.

Caudal anesthesia is c rtainly not always

necassary for slmple cystoscopic exam,inations.
this is

a

field where

we

Howev-r,

find the gree.test variation 1.n

th• sensib ltty o� patients.

Wh•r� th• urethra and bled

der are fairly normal, simple observation of the bladler
and catheterization of the uretere may be carried out
with a cqmparstlvely small amount· of pain under local
anesthesia.

If th• operator remembers that the local

anesthesia applies only to mucousmembrane and does not
r@lieve the pain ceused by th• distension of the mus-

culature of the posterior ur thra, he will see that local
anesthesia is not as satlsfactory as caudal anesthesia.
The patients upon whom the caudal technique was used
w@re not selscted; they were all veterans ranging from
36 to 76 years, who �r�ssnted the following�athological
conditions:
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Pyoneph�osis

Hunner Ulcer

Vesical celculus

Renal Tumor

Tube.rculosis-renal �md
urpgenltal
Transur thral resections

Renal dystopia bilat ral

Uretersl calculus

Congenital horseshoe kidney

Renal calculus

Obstructions of prostate,
all types
Diagnosis undet rmined

Uret ral Strictures

Atrophic kidney, congenital

Pyelonephritis (mixed
infectionB)
Hydronephrosis

Bifid Kidney, unilateral

Patients Rec�iving Caudal Injections
Sex

Male

No. of
patients

No. of
:?-Jecti()nS

Successful

114

130

128

No. of Reactions
2

1.53

Ths few failures lllicited wier

9'7.4

R•�ction5

3

attributed to : (1) Insuf

ficient time allowed between injection and op�ration(2)
Too rapid inj�ction (3) Improperly pieceu neeuie (4)
Leck of using fresh solution (5) Lack of having needle
high enough.
In regard to the r actions, ·in one case there was
e. marked reaction in the form of deep excitement, follow
ed by a drop in blood pressure, cold clammy skin, and
marked perspiration, with loss of motor function,dyspnea.
This condition lasted but a few minut s end was promply
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tory restlessn$SS and dyspnea.

All of these patients

soon returned to normal condition.

There were no in

fections and no sloughs.
A 1 percent sterile novocaine solution was used and
30 to 60 cc. were injected 3lowly, taking from 5 to 10
minutes.

It was found that by th• use of sodium emytel

and morphine sulphat

as e premedic�nt that only a0out

one-half the emount of novoce_ine solution was necessary.
Johnson (28) (29) .hes used caudal arid transsacrel
block an�sthesia in over 900 urological cas�s �nd states
h• has never had a death attributabls in any way to the
anesth@tic.

Over 300of these injections _were for perineal

prostatectomies.

His citations as to advantages, dis

advantages, and technique coincide so closely with those
set forth by Dr. Davis earlier in this s8ction that
their listing would be for the most pert repitition.
Tuohy and Adams (55) of Mayo's substantiate the
eavantages and disadvantages as have be n set forth in
this section on CAUdsl enasthes1s in uroiogy.

They list

their prefer�nce for m�tycaine end hAve found th9t the
5cc. ampoule of solution of 20 p8r c�nt metycsine is
us�ful.

To th0 contents of this ampoule are added 95

cc. of physiologi c ifolution of sodium chlori d , th@
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tempe�atur

of which ls maintained at about 37.5 ° c.

Th·e content ·of another a.mpoul
epinephrine

1:eeoo

containing 1 cc. of

is added to the solution of mety

caine and sodium chlorid�.

The vasopressor agent may be

omitted from the solution if the patient has coronary
dis•a s , severe hypertens ion or thyrotoxicosis.
Campbell (4) gives an int�r .sting report on the
U!

of caud�l anesthesi

ye�rs anJ 14 years.

on 83 boys betwe�n th� ages of 4

He confined the us. of the procedure

to cystourAthroscopic exe.minati,on and transurethre.l
surg13ry.

The latt r includes

lectro-rasection of

post�rior �rethral valv8s 8nd of th

bladder outl t

es well as fulguration ?f dsep urethral papillometa.

The indlcati.:ms for, contraindications to, and administrative technique of caudal block_ ar
ally alike in juveniles and adults.

fundament

In a gr at many

childr$n th� use of ca udal block will elimtnate general
en�sthesia.

This i� perticulsrly :iesirebl

when the

question of- anesthesie. delays or forbids th• eerly
establishme nt of the correct diagnosis and the
institution of adequ ate treatment.

The majority of

children ove r 4 years of age ara coop rAtive.

In this

group the e ese of admlnlstl"etion and the results strongly
rec.ommend caudal block.
Campbell had the

In the 10 oercent failure
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blamed the failure on himself and not on the method.

Th� urologist, more often than any Qther operator,
deals with persons having low kidney function.

An

an�sth�sia that will not appr ciably incr es8 the ·:ork of
the kidneys, such as sacral anesthesia, ls a dssirable
asset.

As an aid to urology, sacral an0sthesia, permitt

ing exa mination and operations on dis �s•d bladiers and
its appendages without discomfort or risk to �he patient,
offers an exceptionally useful field to the urologist and
des�rves to be more generally employed.
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Cs.udal Anes.thesis ln Surg•rYt Proctology ·
H ingson end Southworth {21) (23) stet• that in

the

u.s.

Marine Hospital, Staten Island, Naw York, the

treatment of Varicose v�ins has long ·been a problem.
Their experi�nc

indicatad that phleb8ctomy using the

Mayo stripper has be•n the method of choice in a par
ticu-1ar group of their patients.

This was due to the

impossibility of getting their patients, who are for the
most part merchant seam�n, to r turn for the frequent
follow-up examinations required when varicosities are
t�eated by ligation and retrograde injection.

Also,

in that group of patients who have had recurrences of
varic6s1t1es after ligation and retrograd

inj ction,

they con�dd red indications for phlebectomy.

Th• tech

nical diff'iculti s of phl8bectomy are due lerge,ly to the
necessity of working on all sides of en extremity at
one �itting and et the same time maintaining the strict
est a,ssp.sis.

In the past this hes been accomplished

only by having an assistant hold the extremity in a
position that 1s bft n awkwerd and strain•d.
Hingson and Southworth (21} due to the fact that
the flexible spinal n9edle could be left in situ safely

for long periods, triad continuous caudal anesthesia
for us� in phl•bectomy.

Becaus� of th• sel ctive affin

ity of the local anesthesia, agents for sensory nerve
roots,· the p�tient suffers no pain but has enough
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muscular control end position sense

in the lower

extremiti�s to cooperate with the operator in holding
his legs in positions fevorabli for operative procedures.
They believe that this method hes all of th9 adVBntages of
spinal anesthes1A without any of the disedvanteges.
Throug h this method they were able to get the pati@nt
to cooperate with the operator in shifting

and holding_

positions n•c�ssary fo r the removal«long end tortuous
varicosities thgt often encircle the

eXtrsmity.

The

longest surgical procedure for which this method was
used by these men was four hours and the short•st two
hours.

The highest dosag• of the drug metyceine in a

1 perc�nt solution wes 265 cc. end thi� was used in the
4 hour case.

The anesthesia l:n th

ext•nd above th• umbilicus·.

patients did not

They u.s�d the method for

20 surg ical patients with _satisfactory results in all
of them.

Most.of these pa�ients h8d bilat ral phlebec-

tomies or bilateral hernioplasties.

However, the

proc•dure worked satisfactorily in an appendactomy, a
prolong ed operet1on about th• enus in which plestic repair
was necessary and in a vaginal hysterectomy.
The systemic effects er$ about the same as would

be expected from 8n infiltration of th� same amount of
anesthesia locally.

In some cases th• blood pressure

ris$S about 15 mm. of mercury and in other c a s e s it
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falls about the same amount.
show minimum

chenges.

Tha pulse and respiration

The pHtient 1s_8ble to move his

lower axtremitios throughout the operation; some notice a
diminishing muscular pow r as th• �gent lnflltr�tes the
anterior roots.

Patients gener�lly eAt their meals on

the day of operation and may receive.limitsd amounts of,

water during th• operation.

Only rarely is a vaso

constrictor drug such as ephedrine neces sary to fortify
the blood pressure.
Reuther (48) of Chicago reports th

use of caudal

anesthesia in a series· of 40 cases in which he relates h•
finds caudal anesth•sia a satisfactory method of

an•sth•�ia for almost all proctologic op rations.

His

only contraindications· are inf�ctlontln th• site of in
J•ctlon.

H• prefers the us• of 2 percent m�tycaine as

a standard technic.

Procaine and metycaine wer

with two s ries of 20 cas@s each.

used

Using an alkaline

procaine solution, he ha d 55 percen\ failures; with a two
percent solution of metycaine there were no failures.
Mentzer (39) gives a report of a series of 100 cases
in which he used'metycain• caujal anssth•sia in
proctologic surgery and found it edequat

for all

proctologic procedures'and for many procedures in th•
g�nito-urinary, gynecologic and obstetric fi lds.
beliaves metycainJ ha s proved its superiority over

He
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novocains ln meeting the following oualifications for
a perfect local anesthestic:
1. The drug must produce a diffusible, complet

and

lasting anesthesia.
2. Following sysy�mic absorption it should be less
toxic thsn cocaine in proportion to its anesthetic
pow•r.
3. It should not produce irritation and painful in
flltration or ceuse local tissue damag• but should
be absorbed wlthout after eff cts, such as hyp
resthesia, exudation or necrosis.
4. It should be soluble in ·water, and its solution
should be st�ble.
5. It sh ould be reedily sterilizl'!j by heet, prtef rAbly
in solution.
6. Unless more pow rfully anesthetic, end e.t the same,
time, less toxic the.n a.ny known substance, the
su.bstRnce should be com�atible in solution with
adraneline.
In his serles Mentzer found metycaine us8d -as en ce.ud.al
anesthetic, produced perfect anesth �sia in 90 percQnt
of 110 proctologic ce.s�s and p�rtlal anesth esia in the
remaining 10 per cent.
averaga of 11.6 minutes.

Anesth esie was complete in an
Th$ technic ls simple (Mentzer

cites how ln the series the sacral canal was ent�r•d
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by seven differ�nt P.hyslciens with no previous experisnce with this method.) Tho anesth•sia is intense e.nd.
The level of en@sthe

prolonged and wee�s off g radually.

sia produced by this m thod and agent is hL_:h enough
to p rform· e.ny enorectal operation.

The only complication

was nausea with occassional vomiting which occurred in
15 per cent or the cas�s (nausea wah less frequent when
ephedrine sulfate was giv n immttdiately bef or� anesthe

tization was started.)

Th• onl� contraindication cited· is

that of the often mentioned infective proc�ss over
the site of �h• sacral hiatus.
Causey (6) who worked with Block of Chicag o on many

of the 2,000 cases of caudal �n sthesi� which

w

r• run

there, cit .s that ln Chicago end in his own ,ra6tice his

experience with this type of an�sthesia includ s anal
f�stule, Rnd fissure, cryptitis, pa::,illitis, -:actinotomy,
hemorr'n,oi�s anj ·_rocid ntie (2

CAS

s} done sccording to

th., Mikulicz t .chn-4ue v:lth from 10- 1� cm. of the r ttum
bing removed with entir

sat-sfection.

With the prop r

procedur-, and training of th� op,rator .few failures
r�sult - bet ween 3 - 4
ana complet� en*sthssia

%·

He was impress d b·y t�

uick

1th a gr et r degre e of ssf ty.

Th• sphlncter we.s oft9n compl�tely r4lsxed in 3-5 m:n.
eft13r the withdrawal of th� needle and in som� ce.ses thera
was en instRntanaous rel@xation.

In thls rel8xe-'
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tion th8ra 1s no need for the stretching of this
muscle which might let r r�sult in unwanted results.
· CAmpball (5) of th• Mayo Clinic emphasiz s the
lmportsnc

of pr�llminary m iicBtion in ceudal end trane

sac�al block anesth�sia in ord�r to b ring the patient
to op .rat;ion free of fear and anxiety.

H. a1vocstes the

administration by mouth of sodium f' ntoo rbital 1� to
3 grains on sd.mission or sevieral hollrs b fore operation.
♦

This is repeat i a half hour before operation end e
hypodermic inj�ctlon of morphine sulphate 1/6 to l/4
grain is given immediately preceding removal of the
pati�nt to th� operating room.

HQ uses thi� m�thod of

anesthesie in operettons for hemorrhoids, anal fistule,
snd fissure, for p<=-rin,:;a1 prostat ctomy, c-3rvical dila
tation, and so on.

He st�t s that in his opinion r gard0

l0ss of weight end physical condition or·tbtt patient,
this is the anesthesia of choic� for o��retions on tha
anus, rectum, and

�rin�um of the adult.

Sword (52) studied e seri9� of between 350 and 600
caudal -transsacral blocks in Grace Hospital, New .Hav�n,
Conn� end wes impressed b y the value of the procsdur$,
regretting the f�_ct thet so many of the leading surgeon�
and anesth�tists in America er" 5atisfiad with routine
gan�rel anesthesia.

This seri9s has b �en divided roughly

into thr�� main groups:
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1.

The

urological service,

50 cystoscopi�s,

150

abdominal proststectomies in which abdominal field
block was employed, 47 transur•thral rtts�ctions;
Z. Surgical service, 87 hemorrhoid ctomi�s, 62 post(ir
ior r4isections, 94 fistulas end fissur'-s, 17 Kresk�s:
3.�Gynecological S-.irvice, 3� vaginal hyster ct�1iis,
4 8 vagina.l repairs, in,c luding p-,rineorrhopilies,
cystocoele and rectocoele, dilatation.and
cur<tttege, 27 ebdominel sections with abiominal
fl•ld block, 10 ca.s es :in which there

W8.S

pertie 1 or

comp let cardiac decomp�nsation.

These anesthetics

ere administered by various members of

the Department of Anesthesia.

Reactions wer

neglible in

those cas�s in which the needle was prop rly placed and
the extra time factor was th� only drawback cited
in this seri�s.

It may b� thet th• extraaurel technique

descr_ibed by Odoltl

(4 4 ), in which novocainQ is inj cted

into the �pidural space through the s cond lumber vert brae to allow high•r ebdorninel surgtiiry, may replace
caudal transsacral block ss it definit•ly saves time and
limits the numb r of n 11dl

punctur s, though for uro

logica.l and rectal :_,rocedures it doas not se@m to give ,
the advantageous sphincter relaxation that is de�ired.
Bapti�ti (1) on th• o ther hsnd stat&s that �eeording

to exp•rim•nt� conducted on cadavers with inj•ction
fluids and by clinical_ observation that these investigat1.9n!
indicat� tha.t by caudal administration th• an•sthetic travels
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to a high level, particularly if a high caudal technique is
employed or tho agent is injected with a mod rat
degree of pressure.

Under such conditions he hes bean
'

eble to produce lower abdominal end p�lvic anesthesia
identicP-1 with that productd by .Qdom

( 44) and oth�rs who

have adm inistered the 8gP-nt into the epidur9� space through
the second lumber 1nterspl".,ce.

His conclugions se�m more

logic�lly drawn from expEtriments conducted and are sub
stantiated by the work of Hingson, Edwerds (14} (22)

end others.

Mentz�r, Alilen and.Farrer (38) in a report of 327
cas s in the Jsckson Memori�l Hospital in Miam i, Florida
list metyceine es the BnesthesiP. of choice in proctologic surgery, when given csudAlly; which method h�s proven a
sefs pnd efficient one in their hands.

CeudP.l anesthesia

in this s�ries was not combined with trP-nssecral, but
consisted of a single inj•ction into th• sacral CP.nel. Pr•operative sedation in the greater proportion of this series
consist•d of l½ to 3 grains of nembut�l, given orally snd
1-6 to 1-3 grains p�ntopon, {or its squivalflnt in m orphine)
given hypoderm ically.

Th• lest 44 cases received 1-150 to

1-100 grains hyoscl.n•

in addition to the nambutel and

morphine.

Two strengths of metycaine

100 cases received en average of 45 ·cc. of a 1 perc n.t
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solution, as did 19 of the other 185 patients.

avera a e of 20c.c. of a 2 per cent solution was injected
166 times in the complete series.

The average ti�e of

induction until complete sensory anesthesia was obtained
when 1 per cent solution was employed was 11.6 minutes;
\

this time was 10.8 minutes when a smaller quantity of
the 2 per cent solution was used.

Perfect anesthesia

was obtained in 91.5 per cent of the patients.

Reactions

attributable to the anesthetic, such as mild shoe�,
accompanied by fall in blood pressure, nausea and
vomiting, occurred in 15 per cent o� patients receiving
the 1 per cent solution and in 9 percent of those receiv
ing a 2 per cent solution, with the exception of the last
44 cases.

They received 1-150 to 1-100 grains hyescine

in additibn to the nembutal and the morphine. ·Th.ere
was only one .reaction in this group of 44 cases.

Neely(42), (43) reports he has been using epidural

anesthesia by the sacral route for abdominal operations
in selected cases for four years and has had no fatalities
or any serious reactions.

He particularly recollll!lends

it for patients with obstructive uropathies to whom one
do�s not wish to give anesthetics that are renal irritants.
It gives wonderful relaxation of the muscles for operations
on the_stomach, gall bladder and bile ducts.

The method

gave him a satisfactory anesthesia of the entire abdomen
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alld lower thorax, and also of the lower extremities.
the anesthesia lasted from forty-five minutes to two
hours or longer.

The absence of post-operative gas

pains and distention was a particularly noticeable
feature in his opinion.

His technique varies only in

that he uses 10 to 30c.c. of boiled warm 2 per cent
solution of novocaine and then as mu.ch of a 0.5 per
cent solution of novocaine up

to lOOc.c. as is necessary

to produce the anesthesia for the incision and manipu
lations.

He prefers this method due to the likelihood

of more concentrated solutions giving unpleasant reac
tions.
Onhauser(45) of Winnipeg, C_anada lists from his
experience caudal anesthesia as being his first choice
in both urological and proctologic pr-0cedures when
they necessitate the use of an anesthetic.

He states

that in these particular fields of surgery this method
fulfills the requirements of a good aneshtetic:
(a) safety (b) eff;ciency_ (c) economy (d) no unpleasant
after-effects o� complications.
L. E. Moon(40) of Oma.ha has made caudal anesthesia
a routine procedure in his proctologic practice, and
states he has found it more efficacious than any other
method he has tried.

In proctolo�ic procedures the

maximum sphincter relaxation obtained is a highly
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desirable feature.

The absence of vomiting and strain

ing, plus the cooperation of the patient, are va.lua.b.le
aids in avoiding the complication of post-operative
haemorrhage.
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Caudal Anesthesia in Gynecology
Apart from the kidney and ureter, all the organs of
the pelvis derive their sensory innervation from the
pudendal plexus, originating from the sacral nerves and
the coccygeal nerve, to which are added contributions
from the sympathetic system.

The visceral branches of t he

putiende.l plexus, chiefly deriveafrom the 2nd, 3rd, and
4th sacral nerves, are joined by fibers coming from the
hypogastric plexus and from the sacral portion of the
sympathetic chain to co�stitute the pelvic plexus of
which the hemorrhoidal, vesical, prostatic, cavernous,
and uterovaginal _plexus are smaller dependencies.

The

external genitalia receive their sensory nerve supply
from the pudendal plexus by means of the pudic nerve and
pudendal branch of the small sciatic which distributes
filaments to the skin of the posterior aspect of the
scrotum, the urethra, the greater part of the vagina,
the labia majora (posteri�r aspect of this), and the
labia minora.

The labia majora is also supplied_by

branches of the ilioinguinal and genitocrural nerves,
sometimes by the iliohypogastric nerve also.

These

nerves originate chiefly from the l�t and 2nd lumbar
nerves.

The perineum and anus also receive their sensory

innervation from the p�dendal plexus by way of the pudic

nerve and the pudendal branch of the ma.Il .:.:s-.q;t:a:ti.c

rter_v-.,e.
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The coccygeal plexus is distributed to the posterior
part of the anal region.

This description of the puden

dal plexus shows that it is almost solely responsible
for the pai� in the pelvic organs, perineum, and external
genitalia, and that it can by reached by injecting all
the sacral nerves.

But it must not b9 forgotten that

the surgical procedures carried out on one of the pelvic
organs are unavoidably and indirectly extended to the
structures to which these organs are attached.

It is

therefore necessary ·to make provisions for a much wider
zone of anesthesia than is actually needed for the
organs alone.

The routes of approach to the pelvis must

also be considered.

If the perineal route is selected,

the injection of the sacral nerves need not be supple
mented by local infiltration or hy the field block, but
if the abdominal route is chosen, anesthesia of the
abdominal wall is indispensable.
Robinson{47) first used a 1.0 percent solution of
procaine in normal saline th which had been added five
drops of adrenalin, chloride.
from 30c.c. to, lOOc.c.

The amount injected varied

Later he has started using 20

to 40c.c. of a 1.5 per cent solution to which has been
added five drops of adrenalin hydrochloride solution.
He states he had fewer reactions with a smaller amount of
anesthetic solution and has observed no increase in the
percentage of' failures.
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In operations on the cervix, the caudal block with
30c.c. of 1.5 per cent solution of procaine when success
fully induced ordinarily produces a very satisfactory
anesthesia.

Pulls on the cervix must be gentle and

gradual, so as not to give rise to too much discomfort
referred to territories beyond the anesthetized area.
Anesthesia for plastic operations on the vagina
are induced as are those on the cervix.

For the repair

of vesico-vaginal and recto-vagi'nal fistulae the caudal
block gives very adequate results.

The simultaneous

anesthesia of the anal sphincter and the 'lower end of the
rectum makes the caudal block the procedure for the re
pair of the most extensive perineal lesions, however,
the per cent of occassional failures to produce anesthesia
by means of caudal block may be reduced by its ·associa
tion with transsacral block.
For the excision of benign tumors of the labia
majora, Robinson (4�) uses the �ield-qlock procedure,
by which the tumor is circum injected with the 0.5 p.er
cent solution of procaine from several points, of entrance
placed around it.

Operations about the meatus of the

urethra and those ·involving the anterior portion of the
genitalia are best performed after anesthesia of the
vulvar orfice, including the labia majora.
is induced in th_e following manner:

Anesthesia

After performing
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the sacral block by injecting 30�.c. of the 1.5 solution
in the sacral canal the patient is placed on the back
and two wheals are raised, one on each side, over the
pubic spines.

Through these wheals a long needle att�eh

ed to the syringe filled with 0.5 per cent solution, is
passed first in a direction perpendicular to the surface
of the skin, then more and more obliquely, distributing
the solution in the subcutaneous tissue of the pubic
eminence and genito-femoral fold, lateral to the labia
are meant for blocking the
The pubic injections
,
nerves approaching the labia majora from the inguinal
majora.
region.

The occassional failure to produce anesthesia

by'this means may be reduced by subcutaneous injections
of 0.5 percent solution, made between the anal and vag
inal orifices.
In operations for internal or external hemorrhoids,
caudal block with 30c.c. of the 1.5 per cent solution
gives a good anesthesia with partial dilatation of the
of the anal 5-phincter.

It has a marked advantage over

local infiltration in that the injection is made at a
distance from the operative
• field.

The percentage of

failures to produce caudal anesthesia by means of caudal
block may be reduced by its association with transsacral
block;�however, this is better discussed under the sec-
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tion of caudal anesthesia in urology.
In operations for uterine prolapse, cystocoele,
and hysterectomy the caudal block is generally induced
by an injection of approximately 30c.c. of a 1.5 per
cent solution of procaine; however, these operations are
usually best accomplished by the adjuvant of transsacral
block.

Caudal block alone is seldom adequate in

8!1

ex

tensive operation of this type.
In other operations of the female genito-urinary
system, caudal block anesthesia has b�en generally fairly
well abandoned.

In abdominal hysterectomy, operations on

the bladder, adnexa and Caesarean section when regional
anesthesia is desirable the injection of 0.5 per cent
of solut�on of procaine along the line of incision is
sufficient in the majority of cases.
Sims(50) has used caudal analgesia routinely on his
service at the- Louis--iana State Uni. Medical Center since
1928 and reports that it has proven most satisfactory in
his hands.

In no case was it necessary to supplement

the sacral injection with procaine infiltration.

In four

cases there were reactions which produced an increase in
the pulse rate and Tuabored breathing.
cleared up without treatment.

These symptoms

They were noticed just after

the beginning of the injection and if the procedure was
delayed a· few minutes the injection could be continued.
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This methoa was used in 300 cases in the following·pro
cedurest
Dilatation and Curettage

Vesico-vaginal fistula

Conization of the cervix

Com. lacerati9n of Perineum

Biopsies

Perineorrhaphy

Application of rad±um

Excisions vaginal fibroma

Cauterization of the cervix

Posterior colpot�my

Amputation of the cervix

Plastic repair of urethra

Anterior colporrhaphy

Excision vulvo-vag. gland

Excision of fistula in ano

Cauterization of chancroids

Hemorrhoidectomy
Following the technic found so much in use in urologic procedure, ., -many prefer a combination of caudal
coupled with transsacral anesthesia in gynecological
procedures.

Magid and Klein(35) state their preference

for this procedure for the following reasons:

With the

combined method the anesthesia is ldnger; in not a few
subjects the posterior segments of the sacrum fail to close
and in these cases the anesthetic is deposited in the
ligament and a complete·anesthesia is not obtained when
th�· sacral block alone is employed.

Again ., with a trans

sacral block alone, it has been found that the sacro
coccygeal plexus is at times not well anesthetized.
This method was used by Magid and Kiein in the ,Bronx
Hospital ., New York for all types of plastic gynecologic

operations such as trachelorrhaples, rectoceles, cysto
celes, and rectovaginal fistulas.

It has provided in

every way the anesthesia desired during the·procedures,
and is approved as in so many reports on the favorable
post-operative effects.
Wong(57) of.the Department of Obstetrics and Gynec-·
ology of the Peiping, China, Union Medic�l College
reconnnends the value of sacral anesthesia to those
many surgeons in China who have their hands tied when
they come to cases needing operations because of the lack}
of assistants and anesthetists.

He has found caudal

anesthesia a highly desirable method for gynecological
procedures and has used it for the following types with
great success:
Dilatation and Curettage

Hemo2rb:iidectomy

Insertion of radium

Excision of bartholin
gland abscess

Cauterization of cervix
Tracheloplasty
Sturmdorf�'s operation
Perineorrhaphy
Plastic operation for
otresia of vagina
Removal of cyst of vulva

Incision and drainage of
perinea.I abcess
Excision submucous fibroid
Excision carcinoma of vulva
Excision urethral carbuncle
Cauterization of papilloma
of vulva, vagina, and cer vix
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Caudal Anesthesia in Obstetrics
For more than thirty years single-injection caudal
anesthesia haa shown itself a safe and useful procedµre.
Lundy(34), for instance, reports its use in more than
15,000 cases at the Mayo Cli�ic.

In his opinion it is

one of the most satisfactory technics available in the
whole field of anesthesia.

In spite of this and similar

opinions, caudal analgesia has not been widely popular
ized outside the fields of urology and proetology.
Largely responsible for its lack of use have undoubtedly
been the rather high incidence by some users to obtain
analgesia.
Hingson and Edwards(l4) were impressed with the
anesthesia produced by a single peridural injection
into the lumbar area and in the sacral canal of 2 per
cent metycaine in a series of 30 obstetrical deliveries
and 200 surgical procedures.

They found this single

injection method of peridural anesthesia to be very
satisfactory for delivery after complete dil'atation,
but sought to develope a procedure that would relieve

•

the parturient of that distressing and exhausting
experience throughout the early stages of labor.

They

decided to combine the advantage of the continous
method with the safety, simplicity and erfectiveness of
of the extradural nerve block by using the sacral hiatus
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approach to the sacral canal and the peridural space.
The Hingson-Edwards technic is applicable to all
forms of �urgery below the level of the umbilicus.
Its only disadvantage for abdominal hysterectomy is
lack of relaxation of the abdominal wall..

In the field

of·general surgery, caudal anesthesia is eminently
suited to operations on the lower extremittes, including
amputation.

The patient is even able to hold his own

leg up during the latter procedure.

It gives a preveiw

of the effect of alcohol injection of the lumbar s:nn
pathetics and is useful as an anesthetic procedure for
alcohol injection.

It may also prove valuable in the

handling of war injuries of the lower extremities, in
which severe pain may be a contributing factor in the
onset and severity of shock.
While continuous caudal anesthesia is a distinct
advance in the field of surgery, it is a complete revQ
lution in obstetrics.

Edwards and Hingson have used

the method in up�ard of 600 deliveries.

In their exper

ience, it has the f"ollowing advantages:
1. There is complete relief of pain beginning five to
15 minutes after injection and continuing as long as
necessary •.
2. Consciousness and voluntary motion on the part of
the mother are not impaired.
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3. There is no interference with uterine contractions.
4. The respiratffy and other vital mechanisms of the
child are not obtunded.
5. The period of labor appears to be shortened in most
cases.
6. The management of unfavorable fetal positions is
facilitated.
7. Postpartum hemorrhage is minimized.
8. The incidence and severity of maternal postpartum
complications are reduced.
9. -rb.ere is no adverse effect on the course of res
piratory or pulmonary diseases.
The Innervation of the Utert1s and Birth :Canal in Pregnancy:
These actions of the new method can probably best
be

understood in the light of the innervation of the

structures concerned in childbirth.

Figure 1 illus

trates the nerve supply of the urerus and birth canal.
Cleland(?) showed that the pain of labor consists of
two parts, that of uterine contraction and that of dis
tention of the birth canal.

It ·is evident from a study

of Figure 1 that anesthesia extending as high as the
eleventh thoracic roots will block all sensory i-pulses
from the uterus and birth canal, and if anesthesia is
not allowed to reach as high as the 6th thoracic roots.
uterine contractions will not be impaired.
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FIGURE I
The sensory nerve fibers of the uterus are shown
in red.

They constitute visceral afferent fibers and

are functionally independent of the antonomic nervous
sustem although coursing through the pelvic, hypogastrie
and aortic plexuses before connecting with the dorsal
root ganglia of the eleventh and twelfth thoracic nerves
in which their nerve cells are located.
shows details of the connections.

The insert

The sensory sup.:ly

to the cervix and upper vagina travels in the sacral
parasympathetic nerves shown in green.

It is also

functionally independent .of the autonomic system.

The

sensory and motor supply of the lower vagina, perineum.,
and pelvic floor travels in the perineal and pudendal
somatic nerves.

All of the spinal (somatic) nerves

are shown in yellow.
The moto� supply of the uterus is autonomic and iR
volves both sympathetic and parasympathetic efferent
components.

The s-ympathetic division is shown 1n purple

with the exception of the part concerned with uterine
motility which is shown in blue.

Clinical evidence

indicates that the motor fibers to the uterus leaves
the spinal cord at higher levels than the tenth thoracic
nerve whence they pass through the aortic, hypogastric,
and pelvic plexuses.

Visceral efferent fibers believed.

to be motor to the circular muscle of the lower uterine
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segment and cervix and possibly inhibitory to the re
mainder of the uterus travel through the paras'YJ!lpathetic
pelvic nerves shown in green.

Clinical study verifies that (l.) blocking of the

sacral nerve roots ·abolishes the pain of distention
of the birth canal, paralyzes the skeletal muscle of

the perineum, a�d abolishes tone in the smooth muscle

of the cervix; and (2.) extending the block to include
the eleventh thoracic root abolishes the pain of uterine

contractions without impairing their force.

It suggests

that extending the block to the sixth thoracic nerve or
higher may impair the strength of uterine contractions.

FIGYRE I -------➔
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After the eccouch er hes ml'lde e thorough.survey
of the case and is convinced thAt the true labor Dains
of th• first etage of labor h�va begun, th• pPtient is
prepared for c-ontinuous ce�dal enesth•sia.
pati\ltnt is a primipP.ra11t, and

fl

If the

lebor of sev rsl hours

is exp ctel, th e anesthesie. mey be started with th
p�ti�nt in h�r hospital bed.

such a course may also

ba sslectad wi�h the multipe.ra in wh om the accoucher
has found dystocie or protracted labor.

Parturients

who by their coursa end physicAl findings glve indication
of sarly d liveries are tr-nsf•rred immediately to the
d�liv ry room.

No sedation is given sue� es barbit�rates

unless th•r� is �xtreme nervous t�nsion with anxiety
on the p�rt of the prtient.

The progress of labor under

continuous ca�dal analgesi� is som•whst different from
thet where this method is not us d.

C•irvical dilatation

is usually rapid in both primiparas and multiparas,
end th• first 3tege of labor is matarielly shorten•d,
en affect epper�ntly due lergely to cervical end perineel
relaxation.

Likewise th• early �art of the second �teg•

is f'ecilitet d.

Th• •nd of the 3econd stag

is definite

ly prolonged since uterine contractions alon� ar• ssldor,
ad quete for th& final deliviry .

Thus precipitetion
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is seldom se ,n.
contractions

While una1Nare of her uterine

and lacking in any compulsion towerd

streining, the parturient is ab le to use h�r ebdominal
musclss, and spontaneous deliv.c;ry is possib le if sh$
will mske expulsive 8fforts during

"pains".

However,

the cervix and perinesl tissues ere so completely
relaxed that outlet forceps P.nd if necessary ,pesiPtomy
are relativli aimp_l e procedures.

Th• leek of �xpulsive

desire
is in many ,sys en edvantag� to the eccoucheur, sine�
the patient ·is atrl � to cooperat� fully in giving him
complete control of the :'regress of the hasd over th•
perineum.
With this technic sspecial care is necessary to
clear the r•'spiratory passagw8 of th• lnfent at the
first possible opportunity, for the bab ies are reedy
to breath the in�t9nt th�ir noses have crossed the
perineum.

This quick onset of r9spiretion is one of the

striking features of the method.

Fetel·heart ton�s 1n

the series were chsckad frequ�ntly and in no 1nst9nce
did the anesthetic effect the rate or rhythm.

The

bsbles without lixception cried vigorously at birth,
with no speciel form of resuscitation necessary.

It is

balievsd that with this method of mena:ement the in
cld·nce of anoxiP snd �sphyxi� neonatorum is definitely
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reduced, since the baby is not under the influence of
any narcotizing or anesthetic a·gent.

It is belleved

that the reticulo-endoth�llAl system of the moth�r, the
pleaent", enu the maternal liver

al1 serve as a triple

filter to prevent any of the drug from reaching the
fetus.
Th� repid s p8rP.t1on end

xpulsion of the plt:ic nts

from the ute;.rus without the airr,inl�tr�tion of, oxytocics
The AVP-race IDPAsured blood loss

�s also r mrirkAble.
hes b�en 3') to 90 cc..
tomy woun1 �xceed

OftAn thfl.t lost from the

in volume that lost from th

PostpPr t um com:>licl'itions ar

oislout rus.

cons ...picuously absent.

average length of time the Hingson and Edwards
(

2) rat1ents ,,�r

six hours.
:;rimlpars

The

undar this form of enesthesie was

For many of the .�e p t1ents inclu ing the
whom compr1sAd Almost two-thirds of' the

pet1ents, this was t he Antir

length o:f; labor, since some

cases 1•:�re blocked early before c�rvicsl dilatation
oll"Curr•d.

The ev rage dose of metycaine for ell case.;

two end one-hi:ilf grams.

'iRS

1

The shortest duration of

anesthesie was one hour and forty-fivP.. minutes.

In

e case of 1:ystocia t:u, en °sthes1s ,,·,as used for twentyjight hours end thirty minutes.
by the use of 10w

The labor was terminated

outlet forc�ps, with delivery of a

vlgoroQs, healthy infant without injury to the mothers
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systemic condition.

Du.ring this p .. riod over eight grams

of matycaine was us�d.

Th e blood pressure of the

mother VPri d constantly bet\•,etiln 105 and 120 m.rn. Hg. over
65 And 8.0 m.m. Hg.

During this time parturient

the pstif'lnt had sev•:rel hours of sl
take fluids frsely.

p and was abl$ to

In none of the cases was there an

alarming fall in blood pressure.

Thers was no avi�ences

of syst8mic intol·rence to the drug or of toxic reaction.
A few patients did become nauseated with occ�ssional
emAs1s du�ing h erd ·contrRctioms of the uterus.

Even thes

·cRses � re abl� to tek. smP.11 quentities of food and
fluids during th e subsequent cours� of labor.
In working out this ""'rocedure Hingson and. Edwerds
(22) have used novocaine, pontocain�, eucupine, nupercairn�, Pnd metycaine in varying concentre.tions.

They

finally chose metycaine for continuous caudsl analgesia b
cause of low toxicity, rapid onsAt of action, and
uniformity of rnsults.

For surgical pr�c•dures th•Y

use 1 percent metycaine in st•rile 1soto�lc salt solut1on·with epinephrine aided in the proportion of 1 cc. of
1:2,600 epineph rine hydrochloride per 2QO cc. solution.
For obstetrics they employ s l½ per cent solution without
epin8phrine.

The letter dru3 tends to inhibit uterine

contrsction.

Lundy {34) also advocetes rnety-
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cain• as th• prsferNd solution for sacral block anesthe
sia becAuse of its repid action end prolonged duration of
effect, an opinion based on an

xperlence of more than

15,000 cases.
The low toxicity of metycP-ine when us d for con

tinuous caudal a nesthetic is shown by the Hingson and
Edwards date.
was

Zoo

Their ev�re�e total dosage in obst�trics

cc. of l½ per cent solution or 2½ to 3 grams.

This r•pr•s�nts approximately 7.5 mg. per kilogram of
body weight -per hour.

The largest total dosage was

approxime.taly 11 grems over a period of thirty hours.
No toxic manisfestations of ,my description ware ob
served in either surgical or·obstetric cases.

Furthermore, metycaine 1s not incompatible ,,1th the
sulphonamide g.r.oup of drugs, differing from procaine a nd
other agents containing the para-aminob�nzoic acid
nQcleus.
This method of anesth,sia is definitely
contraindicated in disproportions between the size of
the fetus and the birth canal, in placenta previa, end in
patients with groa s d�form1tifl!s of the spin,::; ,
pArticul�rly in the region of the sacrum.

As hes be n

previously m�ntion d, local infection B"Ound the SAcre.l
hiAtus and history
of sensitivity to th& anelg sic agent preclud� th• use of
the m.lth9d.
Complications in the Hingson end Edwerds ( 22 ) serias
were as follows;
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1. Broken needl�s - Early in their series of cases, this
The patients

happened four times in the first 65 cases.

moved the hips in such a way as to b8nd the head of
the needle back upon itself.

Now special mall�ebl8

ntjedl-s. which b nd rather thi=in break are used end

trouble from this source cAn be eliminatsd by dis
carding the needle after Use in several ceses.
2. Difficulty in Insertion of Keedl� into the SecrPl Canal
This difficulty has b� n amply discussed in the
section conserning c�udsl snesthesiR in Urology.
Th• difficulty is propor + ional to the �mount of
d�formity of the sAcrum and t ohnic of the operator.
Hingson and. Edwards believe thRt such a condition
as to result in failure occurs ln less than 1 per
cent of all ceses.
3. Unilat�ral Anesthesia - Thers was anesthesia on on•
side to the midline from the pArineum to the umbilicus,
but appr�ciation of pain on the other sid .

This

phenomenon in the few ceses it Appesred was explained
by supposing that the point of the n�edle had deviat
ed too fer l�terally, perhaps over one of the anterior
sacral foramina, so that all of the rnesthetic bath-

ed more of the nerve trunks on on� side.

It wss

proven in sll of these instances that by mer�ly'
rotating th• needlQ OV!:!r to the opposite side ell
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pain was relieved.

The possibility of a median

fibrous rsph� extending from,tha dura to th• per1os�
taum end ligam nts of the spinel column is to be
considered.
4. Minor systemic compleints - Two pati0nts complained
of temporary headach• lasting only momentarily
first injection of anesthetic was mAd�.

HS

the

Nearly ell of

them described vague pressure s nsntions in the legs
with the first inj ction.

It is felt thet both these

complaints c9n be prevented if the initial injection
is mAd

slowly over a five minute per:1od.

How�ver,

�o often the lebor pains are so sever• that the
patient would willingly tolerate this slight
discomfort in order to obtain relief from the more
acu.te pains of labor.

Six petients compl�ined of

dizziness during, and for a fffl'r.. minutes after, the
initial injection.

Careful check of pulse rate and

blood pressure during these episodes did not reveal
anything Hbnorma l.

A few patients had· cramps in th•

c9lves of the legs neRr the end of the period of
anesth•tic action of the drug.

Th•se were promply

r"lieved by message a nd a subsequent injection.
5. Ba.ckach• - It is well known that women during the
latt�r months of pregnancy do not lie On th$ir backs
because of pressure phenomena and because .straighten-
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ing the lumbodorsal c�rve causes them pain, since
they gradually have assumed a hyp erumbar extension
as a part of the mechanism of the

H

«

strut: of pregnancy .
After injection of the anesthesia the�e pRtiP,nts cen
lie on their becks without pain
.

However, when th•y

do assume this unnatural position for s, v�ral hours
they develop•· .m-1dback pain above the level of the
upper lumbar limit.

This is beli ved due to the

stretching of the spinal ligaments.

These pains have

bsen relieved by having the patients lie on th� side
@xcept for exEiminstion of fetal heart sounds 1:1nd
rectal examina�ions for advance of the fetal head.
If the patients do lie on their backs for long periods
the sev rity of the backache is reduced by a small
pillow in the lumber ar�e to maintain th� exagg�rated
lumbar curve.
Continuous caudal analgesia is greatly
ed by suitable apparFJtics.

facilitat

Fig:ure 2 shows a. schematic

apparatus with the ne9dle properly placed in the sacral
censl.

As has b�en mentioned especial malleable needle�

are used in order to prevent breakage.when the pe.tient

moves about, end which are disc,:irded after use in s8vera1
cases.
Th• technique for giving continuous caudal analgesia
differs enough from that described in other fields in
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FIGURE 2-Apparatus with needle properly
placed in sacral canal.
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which caudal anesthesia is used to merit a description
of this procedure.

'

The following is the Hingson, Edwards

(22) (24) technic which is fundamentally ecc•pted end
used by the mejority who follow thi� ppocedure�

The method

is initiated only efter labor is well established,
cervical dilatation hes begun, end the patient f•�ls a
need for relief of pain.

The patients should not be

given continuous caudal anesthesia while experiencing
a relatively comfortable early labor.

The procedure

should be reserved for the relief of pain rather than of
discomfort.
The only technical difficulty of the method is
insertion of the speci-al needle into the sacra 1 canal.
This is in most patients much easier than lumbar punc
ture, but in a few with sacral anomalies, it may be
difficult or ev n impossible.

The Sims position ls

used for the obstetrical patient; the surgical Patient
prone.

All the precautions of surgicel asepsis are

taken.
The secral hiatus is usually located l½ to 2 inch•�
ebov• the tip of the coccyx, the end of the thumb readily
finds the U or V shaped notch of th• normal sacral hiatus.
If the sacral hiatus is abnormal or cannot be palpated,
an att&mpt at caudal lnjaction should be made oy on•
already e�perienced in the technic.

When th� hiatus
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is found, the mlddle finger of the left hand chan�&s plac
wf·h th• thumb and marks the spqt for reislng the initial
skin wheal.
The metycaine for inj ction ln obstetric pati nts
is dissolved or dilut�d in sterilP. isotonic salt solution
to a concentration of l½ per cent.
no. 313, containing 1 gram in 5 cc.

Ampoules

1

of water, are

pecially well suiteJ for this purpose.
of two ampoules added to 125 cc.
R yield a 1} percent solution.

.. :tietyc .. ine .
$S

The cont.<;nts

of saline solution

�-ith s f i;w cu.bic c.;.ntime-ti;rs of this solution, skin
�nestn.sia ls obtained by raising s sKln wh�al with a
25 gauge neectl� end irifiltreting to the secrococcygeal
ligament with -a 2 inch, 22 gauge needle.
malleebl

The special

19 gauge needle is then inserted in the

midline in the direction of the hiatus at about a fortyflve egrae angle with the skin.

As �oon

the bevel of

!'lS

the needl� oierces the secrococcyge�l ligament, its
reinforced metal collar is d,pressed through an arc of
1 to 3 cm.

e.nd the nr'•·dle is thrust slowly

F:

nd evttnly

into th� sacral canal in th• midline where its bevP-1
should be inferior to the 10 .--�st extent of the dural sac.
1

A short section of tubing v:ith a special aa.aptilr
I

is then slipped over the collar of tha caudal neadle.
A Luer-Lok Syringe is secu.rely sttached to tha sdapter,
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gnd careful Aspiration ls p rformed.

Grit ria for proper

position of the needle Are gumma iz�d in Tabl

I.

Table I.
A. Needle outside of �acrel cenal if:
1. Injection of solution causes pelpeble swelling
supePficial to bones of sacral region.

2• No relJof of pain in thirt� minut�s aft8r in
.jectiop.
B. NiHtdle in sacral canal but in subarachnoid space if:
1. Spinal fluid can be aspirated.
2. Injection of 8 cc. of solution is follo�ed with-

in ten minutes by some degre� of both relief
of pain 8nd loss of motor power in 1 gs.
C. N�edle in sacral canal but in blood vessel if:
1. Pure blood is r�peetedly aspirated.
D. Needle placed propeirly extr8durally in sacral canal
if:
1. None of foregoing noted .
Patient exp@riences sense of fullness or, d �
comfort in one or both l�gs during rapid
injectio n.
3. Loss of �ain sens� to pin prick occurs in a
progressive manner beginning at tip of coccyx
and extending gradually forwar1 on p�rinfium and
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up anterior abdominal wall. Analgesia should reach
almost to umbilicus in twenty minutes.
4. A�dominal uterine cramps ar

rAlievsd within five

to fifteen minut s as the skin analgesia reaches
the distribution of the eleventh thorpcic spinal

segment .
5. Sympathetic vasomotor paralysis in legs, marked by
vasodilatation and flushing, cessation of sweating,
and increase in skin temperature of soles of fe t,
is noted within five to fift�en minutes aftsr in
jection.

This often occurs on one side seve�al

minu tes eavli�r than on th• other side.

It should b& pointed out that failure to r�cognize a
subarechnoid position of the needle may l1te.d to massive
and possibly fetal spinal anesthesia.

If there is any

question of puncture of the dura, e trial injection of
8 cc. of sol�tion (1 2 0mg. metycaine) may b• mBde as out
lined in Table I.

Intravenous injection of the solu

tion may have serious consequenc8s.

Puncture of the

dura or repeated aspiFations of pure blood contraindicate
'absolut ly the use of caudal analgesia.
Ar'ter it is certain that the needle is in neither
a blood vess 1 nor the subarachnoid space, th• fr•• end
of e special four-foot rubb•r tubing is secured OV8r the
collar of the caudal needle ( see Fig.

2

), all eir he.ving
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been displaced from the tubing of the pr�viously es3embled apparatug with the

metycaine

:!olution.

� '1th

the palm of the l�ft hand firmly prsssed o�•r th• dorsum

of the sacrum, enough of the l½ percent solution is
inj cted to bring the told volume in the sacral canal,
up to 30 cc.

The criteria lt,tftd under D of Table I

ar� next watched for.

In some women with unusually

lerge sacral canals, 30 cc. may not r�ach a sufficiently
high lev�l to relfev� the pain of ut�rin• contraction
and the injection of as much as 2 O cc. additional may
be nacessa,ry •

Analgesia reaches its maximum level in twenty to
thirty minut s and then begins to recede.

Supplementary

inj�ctions of 2 O cc. every thirty to forty minutes will
ke p the svera1e pati�nt free of pain.

However, it is

iesirable to individuelize dol'3age, and this is greetly
facilitatad if the level of analgesia to pin prick is
followed on the antsrior abdominal wall.

When the level

falls more than an inch below the umbilicus on either
�ide, a suppl8mentary injection should be made.

Usually

the level is higher on the side on which the pstiant
is lying.

If trhi� diff�rence amount� to more than one

spinal segment, the petient should be turned to lie on
the low side before the injection is made.

The volume
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or frequency of supplementary injections 3hould be
reduced if the level of analg�si

r�ach

Extension of the analg�sic eff�ct to th

the xyphoid.

3

sixth thoracic

segment or higher may weaken the force of ut rine con
traction.
The mechanics of deliv@ry can be carried out accord
ing· to the pref rencs of th• obst trician.
will

300n

However, it

be noted that extr@une relaxation of the Cfirvix

and perineum are features of caude.l analgesia which
graatly f acilits te the ha.ndling of abnormal prasenta
tioQs, including occiput posterior and br&ech.

The

former frequently turns itsitlf to anterior if enough
time is given.
The patient is usually given

A

supplQmantary in-

jection just b efore delivery is undertaken, regardless
or the int�rval since the prsvious one.

This assures

adequate analgesia for any procedure thP.t may be nece3s
ary.

Th• neodl� is l�ft in place until the patient is

r(jady to return to her room.

In some patients a final

injecti on is given et that time, for otherwisli there may
b e �1ttar complaints _of afterpsins from women who have
blien free of pain during their entir• labor and.delivery.
In the opinion of Hingson and Edwards all of their few
failure� have been

�chnicsl, due to failure to
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deposit the rnetycaine solution in the peridural space
within th9 sacral canal.

Success has been uniform in

ell qases in which it wAs known th• needle was properly
placed.
An

interesting report is publish•d by Lahmenn end

Mi tus {32) in which they ran a s�ries of 400 cases at
the Milwaukee County Gen•re.l rlospital by the uge of
single lnjection caudal anesthesia.

They inj cted an

average of 25 cc. of rnetycain• in the sacral hiatus
after labor wes well und�r way and th• CArvix well
dilated.

The technic is the same as �net described by

Hingson end Edwards except the needle does not remain
J_n place in order to facilitate subsequ-tmt inj ctions,
and af.ter the single inj ·:ct ion the needle is removed
and the anesthetizing procedure is terminat9d.
In this series of the first four hundred cas s in
which caudal anesthesia was used, 368 ware primiparas
and 32 rnultiparas.

Of the 368 primparas, 293 were

delivered by low forceps and episiotomiQs, 8 by mid
forceps and episiotomies (including 1 Duehrssen's in
cision), 10 deliv<sred spontansously with a perineotomy,
6 were forceps d�livBries without •pisiotomles, and 20
were breech deliveries - in 4 of which the breech was
broken up and extracted.

In 17 cases transverse blad s
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were applied
.

Sev�n occiput post riors failed to rotats

after two hours at compl te dilatation
.

Two of thsse

were delivered facli-to- pubis; 2 wer& rotet d by Kj(ille.nd
forceps; 3 wsre turned by the Scenzoric man�uver.

One

prlmipara was d8llv�r$d by a low cervical cesarean
section performed entirely und�r caudal 9nesthesia.

In

one version e.nd extraction, the caudal block was found
insufficient and was of necessity augmented by ether.
Wwo of those delivered without an •pisiotomy .susteined
a first d gree laceration.
tw1n pregnancles.

Two of the.prime�are,s.had

Of the 32 multipRras, 9 had outlet

forceps and episiotomies, 4 had a mid-forceps delivery-,
3 were rotated by the Scanzonic op ration, 8 w r• per
mlttai to dellver spontaneously, 4 w re d�livered by
low fore ps without an
br�ech deliveries
.

pisiotomy, and 2 had assist d

In one pati nt, c.au.d.a.l was administer

ed for a Voorhees bag insertion, and 1n another e low
cervical c sarean section was p rformed
caudal en�sth�sia.

ntiraly under

In this ssrtes of 400 c�ses, 4 were

cariiecs, 2 w re patients with moderately aivanced pul
monary tuberculosis, and 2 eclamptics.
The results of this series of 400 cases ere as
follows:·
(4 plus) Anesth�sia of the perineum.

Loss of con-
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traction pain.
(3 plus) Anesthesia of the pl.Srineum.

Pati nt

awar• of contraction �aln.
(?. plus) Anesth�sia of the per1n um.
contrection pain.

boss of

Patient exp rienced OP.in when

traction with forceps was a9plied.
(0)

Complete feilure.

Guid�d by th�sa·crlteria, the results could be
group�d numerically as follows:
Cases

(2 plus)

..
.
•.

{O)

:

(4 plus)

(3 plus)

348

31
·_10

11

Failures again are attribut�d to the inability to
locat� the sacral hietu3.
Within the first five mtnutes after th

an�sthetic

ls adminlster�i, the outcrlAs of the women in labor ere
suddenly stilled, and the parturient who only a f w
moments befor• had bAen wrlth1ng in pain, becomes
qui�ted.

Sine� the excitomotor r8flex, due to pressure

of the pres�nting pert on the perineum, is a.bolished,
the pati�nt los�s the urge to beer down; instead, she
be-comes mentally at -ase and physicslly comforted.

Ye.:t_
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the rhythmic ut�rin_ contractions contlnl.le ps.lnlitssly,

with the same fr quency and duration as before, though
with e possiblft diminution in the.ir intensi·t y.

Sev ,rel

mlnut s after analgesia is obtained, snesth�sia of th
pe�1n�um develops.

In tests for th

sensation, which

loss of cut8neous

r� made by grasping ·the skin with

en All:s for-0eps, the dP-v�lnpement of anesthesia was
cosist":!ntly found to bl'lgin in the r ·:gion of the anus
end then spread fs.nwise upward toward the symphysls
pubis, bsckvJ ard ov�r the sacrum and gluteal regions,
and lat rally along the inner aspect of th� thighs the sum effact bel:-ng a "Saddle" an'isthesia.

Simultan

eo·usly, th6 musculature of the pelvic and porineal floors
lubriceting examining bend can be easily admitted for
such obstetrlcel msnipulations as mutual rotations,
decompositions, a.nd the like.

Such relaxetion greatly

facilitates the spplication of forceps and reduces the
incid�nce of vault t�ars.

Sensation in and control of

the lower limbs ie1 unaffected.
so�ver on the fetus.

There is no effect. wne.t

Furthermorft, the third stage of

1

le.bor is uneltered, as in only one instance was more
than a simple cr.ade of tbe uterus necessary to (tXprsss
ths .�lacenta.

The blood loss appears to bs l�ss than

that accompenying a d1:liv ry under �ther anfisthesia,
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since the relaxing effect of the ether on the myom�trium is
ebsent.

The return of sensBtion occurs lnv rsely to the

directlon in which it extendad - beginning at the periphery
of the sa.idle zone and advancing conqentrically toward
the anus.

The postpartum period is unaltered.

In this series of 400 cases, the everage que.nity of
solution injected was 25 cc.

The average ·onset of fines-

thesis was 7.4 minutes betwe�n the time of injection and
th8 time when the anesthesia became evident about the snal
r�gion.

The av�rege duration of an6sthesie was

one hour and twenty-ni-ne minutes .

No rem,=;rkeble in

flu nee of the mQtyceine on the blood pressure wes noted.
Untoward vasomotor, resplratory, enJ gastrointestinal
-ymptoms anct signs such as tachycerdle, pelpitetion,
hyp8rpnea, pallor, nauseA ·Bna vomiting were not .obs rged in any of the ssries ..
Lehmann Bnd Mietus (32) thus conclude that caudal
block off�rs a feasibl'!l and efficaciou� anesthesi a for
op rative obstetrics.

It p�rmlts the ut-rus to contract

painlessly; it rel?xes the,pelvic floor end. en!"!sthet:i!zes
the perineum.

It is harmless to both the psrturi�nt

an.i her newborn.

It permits tha normal sepe.retion of

the plecsnte and involution of the pelvic ort3e.ns.
untoward si'do eff'ects of i nhAlatlon enesthesie ar�

All ths
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absent - there is no �xcitement stege, no nausee or
vomiting, no danger of ""xplosion.

It hmds itself' well to

the obst•trical service in which drop-&th r, possib
ly administred by •13n untrained inturne or nurs , is the
only other available an'!.sthesie.

It cen be us d without

.teer in patiP.nts ·:1th pulmonary, car1iBc, or rern;l com
pllcatfons.
{3), who has been usin� novocsin

Bourqu

by the

epidural route sine� 1923 in rectal surgery, trl$d caudal
block in doing p rin�orrhophiss and in surgery of the
cervix uteri.

This proved so satisfectory thAt he tri•d

it in a series of over 100 maternity cas�s wh.re it
proved so effic�cious thet it has ba�n a routine in
Lakeside Hospital for th0 past four y ers without a
si.pgle complication. Occas:slonally there

is not

complete relief fr-om pain, but in all cases r�liaf has
been sufficient to warrant the use of the method.
In contrast to th® above glowing reports it is
interesting to note the report given by Kelso (31) in
19�9 in which he draws his conclusions from a seri s of
34 cases.

The se ri�s sttems too small to e;;ive a. n ade

quate survey of the method;

Kelso admits difficulty in

le erning the t chnlc, of which his 19 failu.res out of
34 ceses bears out;

his conclusions seem W9etly sub-
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stantiated by logi� and clinical data, but as stat d
above ara interesting in the light of th• enthusiasm
by which this m �thod is received by ·most other obstetri
cians who have ns.ed. it for any l1&ngth of time .

.He us�d

from 30 to 60 cc. of½ per cent novocaine injected in
the sacral hiatus.

The following concluslons were drawn

from hls series:
1.

The a1ministration of caudal snesthesie in ob

st tries is technlcally_ difficult e.nd results are not
uniform.

It should be

given only under the

precautions and therefore cannot be

U3edin

strictest

th� ever

ag• homa delivery.
2.
sine

There is difficulty in timing th• administration,
it is often given too late in multiparee and too

eerly in primiperea .
3.

Caudal enesthrdie produces

a

certein amount of

in rtia in prActically every c@se, from e very slight
reduction to a complete abolishm ent of the uterine
contractions, n�cessitating operative delivaries for the
completion of the labor.
4.

It produced finit• toxic manisfestaions 1n the

moth8r end, with but 11ttl

question, is th• cau3• of

fetal di�tress.
5.

It does not relive th8 p�in from th

contractions when an inertia

does

ut•rin•

not develops.

Since
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the se pains ar

ep�a ently elmost as dist.ressing as

th• pain from d livery of the heed ov .r the perineum,
ad•q�ate relief ls not oDtAined for, the patient.
6.

In the light of these conclusions caudal an1asthesia
ls not setisfactory for spontaneous d liveri s.
Captain Hopp (25) of th

r view of the

xt nsiv

Army Medical Corps in a

work done with caudal anesthesia

sets forth ths following conclusions: "It is possible to
produce

,..peinlsss labor" for some 6 to 10 hours by rep

eted caudal bl?ck anesthesia using 40 cc. of a 2 percent
procaine hydrochloride solution per injection, with as
gr at or gre�ter f�tal and mat,rnal saf,ty than oy a.ny
other method of obstetric analgesia, amnesie or
�nes�hssie.

Th• ideal anesthetic, of course, would be

one that would produce prolong�d en*slhesia with single
injection without loss of the safety factor.

Th•

m�thod c rtainly des rves further employment by obste
tricians.••
Poole (46) of England after a review of the
literature and Bfter a serie15 of 32 c,Hres in which h•
used single injection ceJdel anesth siP lists his
finding� as follows:

(1.)

Th• use of a regional

anesthetic eliminates C8rta1n of th5 disadvantages
common to th• g1:,neral en@sthetics ,:ind hypnotics.
Anesthesia

Sacrel
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13 a_ practical form of r•gionAl 9nesth sia for obstetrlc us .

(2.)

The t�chnique of sacral enesth sia ie

not difficult, but practice is required for con3lstent
success.

(3.) -.Perea.in•, 25 to 45 cc. of a 1 p r cent

solution, in normal saline, _provides en anesthesia of'
satisfactory quality; such an an sthesia•is adequat�
for internal manual manipulations or for suture of th•
p•rin um, but may be insufficient for d�livery by for
ceps unless this is easy.

(4.)

The �verage

of anesth$sia is 4 hours.

(5.)

Uterine

duration

contrections

following injection may decreases , but rteap;:,.-,ar str.)ngly
within half an hour provlded th•y were strong and· regula.r b for� injHction.

(6.)

Ob slty is e.

contrainjication, mechanical difficultias making the inj
.ction difficult or im�osslble.

{7
. )

The m8thod is fr••

from.complic�tions to mother en� chllj.
Greedy and Husscltin� (27)

have

run e short series

of 20 cases with continuous caudals in th1ir obstetrical
·practic• end V"'3rify quit.;: Cl)sely th� r1ndings of
Hingson and Edwards {r4}.
that the more intricAte

They differ only 1n be11ev1ng
proc"'iure s such e� forcep3 ro

tetion or v�rsion should not b� don• by this m�thod due
to the

maximum uterine relaxe.tion which they desire

and which th�y do not beli�v• is obtained by this
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m11thod.

They acknowledge their 11mltect experience

with this method, how@vwr, an� do not set this do�n
as an absolute

contreinjication.

,,
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Conclusion
Caudal anesthesia, although a comparatively new
method in the long history of anesthesia, is forcing a
foci of attention upon its usefulness due to the remark
able results accorded it by the many surgeons and phy
sicians who have given it a fair trial.

Its usefulness

and efficaciousness in the fields of Urology· and Proc

tology has been well known and has been practiced with
increasing popularity in the last forty years.

Due

to the age groups and debilitated condition of the
patients it has Proven ideal 4.n these fields in regard
to the low systemic ins�lt and minimal post-operative
effects sustained as a result of its use.

With an ade

quate anatomical knowledge of the structures involved
and a fair degree of technical skill it is a fairly
simple method to apply.

In general surgery it has proven

equal to other methods in selected cases, giving the best
results in lower abdominal surgery.

Its use in abdominal

sur�ery is only now in the pioneering stage, and more
time will have to be alloted and more data accumulated
before its worth in these procedures can be more· fully
evaluated.

In Gynecology it has proven a boon to those

surgeons who are hindered by lack of assistants and anes
thetists.

Coupled with transsacral block it has prov.en

as adequate or more so an anesthesia .as any other method
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for gynecological procedures, being used by a large number
of g-yneeologists at the present time in preference to
general anesthesia and by a still larger number coupled
with the use of lo.cal infiltration.

Its greatest reve

lation has been in the field of obstetrics wherein the
continuous caudal meth� of Hingson and Edwards has
plunged the country into heated discussions of its merit
with the aroused interest of the laity forcing the issue.
Single injection caudals in obstetrics have long been
used with only ample success as to be practiced by a
minority.

The results of competent men in the field of

continuous caudal anesthetic have been so successful in
my opinion as to warrant a more comprehensive lmowled�e
and acquired technical skill in this field by more obste
tricians.

The main disadvantage of the method is the

prohibitive cost of time, assistants, and equiptment
which is necessary to effectively carry out this proce
dure;

the time and facilities of most m�n, especially

in the present war crisis, making the acquisition of

the methcxi impossible even if t4ey desired the procedure
in their obstetrical armamentarium.
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